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 Synopsis in English 
 
The present work aims at determining the stationary response probability density of a system of 
Stochastic Differential Equations (SDEs) under Gaussian white noise excitation by solving the 
corresponding stationary (also called reduced) Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK) equation. FPK 
equation is a convection-diffusion Partial Differential Equation (PDE) with regard the response 
probability density function of a corresponding SDEs system. As will be demonstrated in chapter 
2 of the present work, the peculiarity of the FPK equation is that its differential operator is 
degenerate for cases of interesting stochastic systems, such as oscillators or Hamiltonian 
systems. 
 
The aforementioned peculiarity of FPK equation, along with the constraints of non-negativity 
and finite integral over its solution (since it has to be a probability density function), makes the 
solution procedure for stationary FPK equation to differ substantially from the usual techniques 
for PDEs. Thus, in chapter 3, the auxiliary notions of probability density potential and 
probability flow vector field are employed to express the probability density function and the 
stationary FPK equation respectively; Using the probability density potential, part of the 
constraints over stationary response probability density are satisfied automatically, while 
stationary FPK equation will be shown that it is an incompressibility condition over probability 
flow vector field. 
 
Having expressed the stationary FPK equation as an incompressibility condition over probability 
flow, in chapter 4 we consider the special case of stochastic systems solved under the assumption 
of zero probability flow. The one-dimensional case (only one SDE) is exhaustively studied in 
paragraph 4.2, where it is investigated if solutions under non-zero probability flow also exist. 
Then, in paragraph 4.5, the multidimensional case is examined, for which it is proven that, under 
the zero probability flow assumption, the stationary FPK equation results in a potential problem 
with regard to probability density potential.  
 
Since the previously examined class of stochastic systems under zero probability flow seems 
rather restrictive, in chapter 5 we investigate systems whose probability flow is split into a zero 
probability flow part and a residual one. Following the common practice in literature, the 
probability flow split is performed by splitting the coefficients appearing in stationary FPK 
equation, with this splitting being most of times dictated by the detailed balance argument 
originating from statistical mechanics. In the present work, the splitting is performed in a novel 
way, motivated by the identification of some of the equations replacing the FPK equation as a 
potential problem with regard to probability density potential. Then, this splitting methodology is 
applied to stochastic oscillators and a class of Hamiltonian systems, reproducing at first results 
known from the literature, and consequently generalizing some classes of stochastic oscillators 
by identifying a balance between the excitation, the restoring and the dissipative forces.  
 
Last, in chapter 6 of the present thesis, we revisit the results of chapter 5 in order to establish 
sufficient conditions under which two stochastic systems share the same stationary response 
probability density function (equivalent stochastic systems). 
 
Keywords: stochastic system; Fokker-Planck equation; stationary solution; probability flow; 






 Σύνοψη στα Ελληνικά (Synopsis in Greek) 
 
Η παρούσα εργασία έχει ως στόχο τον προσδιορισμό της συνάρτησης πυκνότητας πιθανότητας 
(σππ) της απόκρισης στη μόνιμη κατάσταση ενός συστήματος Στοχαστικών Διαφορικών 
Εξισώσεων (ΣΔΕ) που υπόκειται σε διέγερση Γκαουσσιανού λευκού θορύβου, μέσω της 
επίλυσης της αντίστοιχης στάσιμης εξίσωσης Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK). Η FPK είναι 
μια Μερική Διαφορική Εξίσωση μεταφοράς-διάχυσης ως προς την σππ της απόκρισης του 
αντίστοιχου συστήματος ΣΔΕ. Όπως θα δειχθεί και στο κεφάλαιο 2, η ιδιαιτερότητα της FPK 
είναι ότι ο διαφορικός της τελεστής είναι εκφυλισμένος στις περιπτώσεις ενδιαφερόντων 
στοχαστικών συστημάτων, όπως ταλαντωτές ή Χαμιλτονιανά συστήματα. 
 
Η ιδιαιτερότητα αυτή της FPK, μαζί με τους περιορισμούς της μη αρνητικότητας και του 
πεπερασμένου ολοκληρώματος επί της λύσης της (καθώς είναι σππ), κάνει την διαδικασία 
επίλυσης της FPK να διαφέρει ουσιωδώς από τις συνήθεις τεχνικές επίλυσης ΜΔΕ. Έτσι, στο 
κεφάλαιο 3, οι βοηθητικές έννοιες του δυναμικού πυκνότητας πιθανότητας (δππ) και του 
διανυσματικού πεδίου της ροής πιθανότητας χρησιμοποιούνται για την έκφραση της σππ της 
απόκρισης στη μόνιμη κατάσταση και της στάσιμης FPK αντίστοιχα: Με την χρήση του δππ 
μέρος των περιορισμών επί της σππ ικανοποιούνται αυτομάτως, ενώ η στάσιμη FPK 
αποδεικνύεται ότι αποτελεί για την ροή πιθανότητας μια συνθήκη ασυμπιεστότητας. 
 
Έχοντας εκφράσει την στάσιμη FPK σαν μια συνθήκη ασυμπιεστότητας επί της ροής 
πιθανότητας, στο κεφάλαιο 4 εξετάζουμε την ειδική περίπτωση στοχαστικών συστημάτων που 
λύνονται υπό την παραδοχή μηδενικής ροής πιθανότητας. Η μονοδιάστατη περίπτωση (μόνο μια 
ΣΔΕ) μελετάται εκτενώς στην παράγραφο 4.2, όπου διερευνάται και το ερώτημα αν επίσης 
υπάρχουν λύσεις κάτω από μη μηδενική ροή πιθανότητας. Έπειτα, στην παράγραφο 4.5, 
εξετάζεται η πολυδιάστατη περίπτωση για την οποία και αποδεικνύεται ότι, κάτω από μηδενική 
ροή πιθανότητας, η στάσιμη FPK καταλήγει σε ένα πρόβλημα δυναμικού ως προς το δππ.  
 
Καθώς η κλάση των στοχαστικών προβλημάτων με μηδενική ροή πιθανότητας φαίνεται αρκετά 
περιοριστική, στο κεφάλαιο 5 μελετούμε συστήματα των οποίων η ροή πιθανότητας 
κερματίζεται σε ένα κομμάτι μηδενικής ροής πιθανότητας, και σε ένα υπόλοιπο κομμάτι. 
Ακολουθώντας την συνήθη πρακτική στην βιβλιογραφία, ο κερματισμός της ροής πιθανότητας 
υλοποιείται με κερματισμό των συντελεστών που εμφανίζονται στην FPK, με τον κερματισμό 
αυτό να υπαγορεύεται από το επιχείρημα της λεπτομερούς ισορροπίας (detailed balance), που 
προέρχεται από την στατιστική μηχανική. Στην παρούσα εργασία, ο κερματισμός υλοποιείται με 
έναν καινούργιο τρόπο, που αξιοποιεί το γεγονός ότι μερικές από τις εξισώσεις που 
αντικαθιστούν την FPK μπορούν να ιδωθούν ως πρόβλημα δυναμικού ως προς το δππ. Έπειτα, 
αυτή η μεθοδολογία εφαρμόζεται για στοχαστικούς ταλαντωτές και μια κλάση Χαμιλτονιανών 
συστημάτων, αναπαράγοντας εν πρώτοις αποτελέσματα ήδη γνωστά από την βιβλιογραφία, 
αλλά και γενικεύοντας μερικές κλάσεις στοχαστικών ταλαντωτών μέσω του προσδιορισμού μιας 
σχέσης μεταξύ της διέγερσης και των δυνάμεων επαναφοράς και τριβής. 
 
Τέλος στο κεφάλαιο 6, τα αποτελέσματα του κεφαλαίου 5 χρησιμοποιούνται ώστε να βρεθούν 
ισοδύναμα στοχαστικά συστήματα, που έχουν την ίδια σππ απόκρισης στη μόνιμη κατάσταση. 
 
Λέξεις-κλειδιά: στοχαστικό σύστημα; εξίσωση Fokker-Plank; μόνιμη κατάσταση; ροή 
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At the turn of the twentieth century, a new paradigm emerged in both theoretical science and 
its applications. In the classical Newtonian universe that dominated scientific thought up to 
the end of nineteenth century, all physical problems were considered as purely deterministic. 
Scientists of the time postulated an exact governing differential (or more precisely, 
integrodifferential) equation for every occurring natural phenomenon. This view, 
epistemological it may be, had a direct impact on the way physical problems were treated; 
Scientists had to extract a mathematical idealization out of the phenomenology of the problem 
and then, by solving the deterministic mathematical model under the knowledge of its state in 
an initial time, the future evolution of the phenomenon could be predicted with Cartesian 
certainty.  
 
It was that particular certainty, brilliantly summarized in the following statement commonly 
attributed to Lord Kelvin: “There is nothing new to be discovered in physics now. All that 
remains is more and more precise measurement” that was questioned around 1900’s. At that 
time, the attention of scientific community was attracted to phenomena such as Brownian 
motion or black body radiation that seemed to elude classical deterministic description. 
Pioneering works of Einstein, Planck and their contemporaries, commencing from these 
indications, introduced a completely new paradigm in scientific thought by establishing 
quantum mechanics and inaugurating what is now called modern physics.  
 
These phenomena, such the ones modelled as Brownian motion, noise in electronic systems, 
radiation, were the first that needed a different, non-deterministic mathematical modeling, and 
that because they fell into a different, non-classical regime of physics, that of atomic and 
subatomic particles. Stochasticity and statistics come naturally into the description of such 
systems that are non-continuous and contain an extremely large number of tiny interacting 
particles. At this point, an optimist would hope that the need for non-deterministic models 
could be confined to the quantum subatomic world, leaving the macrocosm essentially 
deterministic under its classical description.  
 
The answer to the above wishful thinking is negative. And this negative answer does not 
come from a failure of classical physics to interpret everyday life universe; macrocosm is 
definitely Newtonian. Here, the need for probabilistic analysis comes from questioning of the 
exactness of the mathematical model and the measurements we use for complicated systems. 
Let us consider, for example, a bridge. It is consisted of many structural elements that are 
subjected to Newton’s law and are excited externally by wind and sea-generated pressure 
loads. How certain can we be of the material properties of each element? What about the 
matching conditions between the elements? And last, how can we be sure that the external 
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loads will have a particular range of values? Interestingly, in the regime of such engineering 
applications, the discussion revolves essentially around the aforementioned saying attributed 
to Lord Kelvin; Surely, the underlying classical physics is there, there are no other laws out 
there to be discovered. But are we really capable of obtaining reliable measurements in order 
to use deterministic mathematical models in real life engineering applications? 
 
By accepting the fact that we can never be entirely certain regarding the model we apply to 
complex systems, the goal to be achieved is the quantification of uncertainty. The notion of 
quantifying the uncertainty is essential in engineering design, even if it is not performed in a 
probabilistic way or even mentioned explicitly. Safety factors, that are old and indispensable 
practice in engineering, implement the quantification of uncertainty in the context of 
deterministic modeling. On the other hand, the branch of stochastic dynamics is being 
developed to quantify the uncertainty using tools from probability theory.  
 
Stochastic dynamics deals with dynamical systems whose excitation and/or parameters of the 
system are random. Such systems arise naturally in the context of engineering, making 
stochastic dynamics of great importance to a sound engineering design and decision-making. 
A typical example of involving stochastic dynamics in engineering is the roll motion model in 
ships; a typical roll model regarding the angular displacement of ship ( )tϕ  around its fore-
and-aft axis is the following oscillator (Taylan 2000, Oh et al. 2000) 
 
2 3
1 2 1 3
1 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).
n n
n n
I t D t D t t R t R t
C t z t C t z t M t
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ
+ + + + +
   + ⋅ + ⋅ =      ∑ ∑
ɺɺ ɺ ɺ
ɺ ɺ
    (i) 
 
Equation (i) models roll ship motion as a deterministic non-linear oscillator which contains a 
non-linear damping ( 2
1 2
D Dϕ ϕ ϕ+ɺ ɺ ), a non-linear restoring ( 3
1 3
R Rϕ ϕ+ ) and terms that 
model the coupling in displacements (term 
1 n
n
C zϕ ⋅  ∑ ) and velocities (term 
n
n
C zϕ ⋅  ∑ ɺ ɺ ) between roll and the other five ship motions nz . Roll oscillator is excited by 
external moment ˆ ( )M t  generated by the sea waves impinging on ship hull.  
The most uncertain quantity involved in deterministic roll model (i) is its external excitation. 
Since ˆ ( )M t  is generated from sea waves, its values and evolution depend on a variety of 
variables and it could be best described as a random function ( )ˆ ,M t θ . Its additional 
argument θ  is considered as the result of a random experiment and thus excitation ( )ˆ ,M t θ  
is no longer a sole function of t , but an ensemble of such functions that follow a probability 
measure. Since the oscillator is excited by a random function, its response is expected to be a 
random function too; ( ),tϕ θ . 








R , that are characteristics of the ship could be considered as 
random variables but such a substitution is not common, for the randomness coming from sea 
environment is greater than the uncertainty of ship characteristics measurements. 
Last, we also have the other ship degrees of freedom ( )
n
z t  and their temporal derivatives 
( )
n
z tɺ  appearing in the coupling terms. These will also be considered as random functions, 
but the main problem arising from their presence is that it means that roll equation has to be 
solved along with the equations for the other degrees of freedom and not independently. 
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To simplify things, we shall consider each of ( ),
n
z t θ  and ( ),
n
z t θɺ  as mere “noise”. The 
notion of noise is not defined mathematically in general, apart from its randomness as well as 
the implication of its unwanted nature given by its name. In stochastic dynamics, the most 
common noise is white noise ( ),w t θ , that is a Gaussian random function with zero 
expectation and a delta function multiplied by a positive function ( )tν , called the intensity of 
white noise, as autocovariance. 
After the previous analysis, a stochastic model of roll resulting from the deterministic model 
(i) can be expressed as 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 3
1 2 1 3
(1) ( 2 )
1 2
, , , , , ,
ˆ, , , , , .
n n
n n
I t D t D t t R t R t
C t w t C t w t M t
ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ θ ϕ θ
ϕ θ θ ϕ θ θ θ
+ + + + +





(ii) is a non-linear oscillator excited by the external random function ( )ˆ ,M t θ  that also 
contains the terms of multiplicative white noise ( ) ( )(1)1 , ,n
n
C t w tϕ θ θ ⋅  ∑  and 
( ) ( )( 2)2 , ,n
n
C t w tϕ θ θ ⋅  ∑ ɺ . Such systems constitute the field of interest for stochastic 
dynamics.  
 
Stochastic dynamics effectively mingle dynamical systems with random elements in cases 
that, as we have seen in roll example (ii), arise naturally in engineering. That mix effectively 
leads to non-trivial results, such as the stabilization of an unstable deterministic system when 
excited randomly, shifting of bifurcations and stochastic resonance. However, the obvious 
question arising by the inspection of such equations is how these can be solved, since they 
differ essentially from ODEs. In the following discussion of possible ways of solution of such 
systems that are called Random Differential Equations (RDEs), roll model (ii) shall be used as 
a typical example.  
 
The dominating methodology of treating RDEs is by using Itō calculus (see e.g. Øksendal 
2003, Spiliotis 2004). In a nutshell, the basic mathematical tool introduced by Kiyoshi Itō is 
the definition of stochastic integral ( ) ( ), ,t d tθ θ∫ X B  where ( ),t θX  is a locally square-
integrable stochastic function and ( ),t θB  a Brownian motion. Using Itō integral, RDEs of 
the form 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ), , , , ,,d t dtt t tt dt θ θ θ θ= +X μ X σ X B       (iii) 
 
which can be rewritten under the consideration of white noise ( ),t θW  being the generalized 
mean-square time derivative of Brownian motion ( ),t θB  as 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ), ,,, ,, tt t t t tθ θ θ θ= +X μ X σ X Wɺ        (iv) 
 
can be solved in principle by integrating both parts of the equation, since all the appearing 
integrals are now well-defined. Systems of the form (iii)/(iv) are called Itō Stochastic 
Differential Equations, or simply SDEs. We also have to emphatically mention that forms (iii) 
and (iv) are essentially identical, differing only in notation. However, despite the 
mathematicians’ preference towards the more rigorous form (iii) with differentials, in the 
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present work we will opt for the form (iv) that uses dot notation for temporal differentiation, 
for its conformity with the standard notation in dynamical systems.  
 
At this point we have to test the usefulness of Itō method for the solution of real systems such 
as roll model (ii). Oscillators like (ii) are RDEs of second or higher order that could be 
rewritten equivalently in their state space as a system of first order RDEs like (iv). Thus, 
random oscillators of interest can be expressed in a form similar to that of Itō SDEs. 
Unfortunately, the main problem when applying Itō method is its limitation of all random 
excitations to white noise, as seen in (iv), which is clearly not valid for real life systems; e.g. 
we have already discussed that random excitation ( )ˆ ,M t θ  of roll model (ii) comes from sea 
waves which means that ( )ˆ ,M t θ  is expected to be smoothly correlated, a fact in sharp 
contrast to the delta correlated type of white noise excitations.  
 
However, systems under non-white (colored) excitation can still obtain an Itō SDEs 
description, by considering their colored excitation as the output of a filter excited by white 
noise (see e.g. Pugachev & Sinitsyn (2001) par. 5.4.2). A typical example of such a case is the 
consideration of an N−dimensional system  
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ), ,,, ,, tt t t t tθ θ θ θ= +X μ X σ X Vɺ         (v) 
 
with its colored excitation ( ),t θV  being an M −dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, 
seen as the output of the linear filter 
 
( ) ( ) ( ), , ,t t tθ θ θ= +V AV qWɺ          (vi) 
 
where A  is an M M×  matrix of constants and q  is an M −dimensional constant vector. 
Systems (v) and (vi) seen as one ( )N M+ −dimensional system fall into the description (iv) 
as an Itō SDE. Thus, such considerations of filters extend the validity of Itō SDEs to model 
the random evolution of a dynamical system that arises from engineering applications of 
interest.  
 
At this point, a clarification of terminology has to be stated. We have already discussed about 
dynamical systems excited by non-white random excitations such as roll model (ii) and we 
have seen that these systems can be expressed as systems of first order RDEs (v). Systems of 
the form (v) excited by colored noise will be called RDEs in general, in contrast to Itō 
systems of the form (iv) excited by white noise that will be called Itō SDEs or simply SDEs. 
We follow thus a main trend in probabilistic literature that reserves the term “stochastic” for 
the white noise excitations, while the term “random” implies general, colored noise 
excitations.  
 
Since the usefulness of Itō SDEs is restored, let us consider some properties of Itō solution of 
equation (iv), having always in mind that such an SDE has to correspond sufficiently to the 
RDE modeling the real life random system under consideration. As we have mentioned 
previously, since stochastic integral with regard to Brownian motion is well-defined by Itō, 
the solution (1) to SDE (iii) 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ), , , , ,,d t dtt t tt dt θ θ θ θ= +X μ X σ X B       (iii) 
 
                                               
(1) The existence and uniqueness of solution (vii) for SDE (iii) is guaranteed by a Lipschitz and a growth 
condition over functions ( ), tμ x  and ( ), tσ x . (Øksendal (2003) par. 5.2) 
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is given by integrating both sides of equation (iii) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
0 0
0
, , , , , ,,
t t
t t
t t t tt dt t d tθ θ θ θ θ++= ∫ ∫X X μ X σ X B    (vii) 
 
Expression (vii) for stochastic function ( ),t θX  is of course a legitimate solution for SDE 
(iii), but it is a useful expression only if we like to investigate path properties of ( ),t θX , 
considering ( ),t θX  as a function of t  by fixing stochastic argument θ . Although this path 
oriented approach is suitable for many interesting problems where questions regarding 
evolution of ( ),t θX  in time are considered, one could expect the probability measure 
governing ( ),t θX  as a more “natural” solution for SDE (iii). Of course, all probabilistic 
information and structure of ( ),t θX  are contained in solution expression (vii), but more 
manipulations are required for their extraction. 
 
So, let us turn our attention to what we would consider as the probabilistic structure of 
( ),t θX . Since ( ),t θX  is a stochastic function, its complete probabilistic knowledge could 
be the determination of the family of all joint probability density functions 
( )1 1, ; ; ,N Nf t tX X x x… …  of any order. This quite demanding requirement is simplified 
drastically when the considered ( ),t θX  is the solution to an Itō SDE, since it is known from 
theory that such a stochastic function is a Markov process (see e.g. Øksendal (2003) par. 7.1). 
A stochastic function is called a Markov process if its future evolution relies on the 
knowledge of its present state only, and not on all its history. This memoryless feature of 
Markov processes (Markov assumption), expressed mathematically in terms of conditional 
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allow us to express all the joint probability densities ( )1 1, ; ; ,N Nf t tX X x x… …  that we seek 
in terms of simple conditional probabilities, since, by using (viii), is easy to see that 
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  (ix) 
 
holds true. Thus, by virtue of expression (ix), the demand for stochastic function ( ),t θX  of 
knowing the whole family of joint probability densities ( )1 1, ; ; ,N Nf t tX X x x… …  of any 
order is reduced under the Markov property of the solution of Itō SDE to the requirement of 
knowing the simple conditional probability density ( )
0
0 0| , | ,f t tX X x x  only. Since having 
to define only one function is a very realistic goal, the question arising naturally is whether 
we can find an equation governing ( )
0




Such an equation can be formulated, and it is called Fokker-Plank-Kolmogorov equation, or 
simply FPK equation. FPK equation is a PDE of convection-diffusion type with varying 
coefficients. FPK equation regarding ( )
0
0 0| , | ,f t tX X x x  and Itō SDE that has ( ),t θX  as 
response form a duality, in the sense that each Itō SDE corresponds to an FPK equation and 
there is nothing more in an Itō SDE than in its corresponding FPK equation, and vice versa. 
Revisiting Itō SDE (iv) we may see stochastic field ( ),t θX  as the vector of states of system 
(iv). Complementary to this, we state that it is also possible in FPK equation to change 
variable from conditional ( )
0
0 0| , | ,f t tX X x x  to probability density function ( ) ( )tf x x  
(with the appropriate change in initial condition). We can thus formulate that FPK equation 
governs the joint probability density of the states of its corresponding Itō SDE and, in this 
way, we have a straightforward dualism, both conceptual and practical, between FPK 
equation and Itō SDE. Proof of the derivation of FPK equation from the respective Itō SDE 
and vice versa is beyond the scope of the present work. 
 
The goal of the present work is to seek long time (stationary) solutions to FPK equation, using 
a particular technique based on the splitting of equation’s coefficients. Our derivations will be 
oriented towards the dynamical systems; FPK equation regarding joint probability density 
( ) ( )tf x x  will be derived from the Itō SDE of interest, while we will try to consider SDEs 
that could model real life applications sufficiently. Additionally, since we will seek stationary 
solutions to FPK the initial condition for ( ) ( )tf x x  is indifferent to us. 
 
One could argue that by opting for the FPK equation instead of the respective SDE, we 
perform a shift in the mathematical field we work in, since FPK equation is a PDEs and does 
not include random elements. Such an argument is only superficially correct, since a) the 
requirement for the solution of FPK equation to be a probability density function and b) the 
correspondence of FPK equation to a particular SDE lead to a) algebraic and integral 
constrains over the solution and b) the possibility of degenerate differential operator for the 
equation respectively. As we will see further in the following chapter, such restrictions make 
the FPK equation to depart significantly from the convection-diffusion equations regularly 
considered in PDEs theory and call for a solution approach that differs substantially from the 
techniques reviewed in PDEs field.  
 
The outline of the present work is as follows. In chapter 2, the duality between FPK equation 
and the respective Itō SDE will be established. Subsequently, in chapter 3, the stationary 
(reduced) FPK equation will be presented and the auxiliary fields of probability density 
potential and probability flow will be defined. As it will be underlined, the notion of 
probability flow is central in the present attempt for solving the reduced FPK equation, and in 
chapter 4 we will present a class of systems whose reduced FPK equation is easily solved 
since they exhibit zero stationary probability flow (vanishing probability flow). In chapter 5 
we will move on to systems with non-vanishing probability flow for which we will try to 
establish a solution methodology that uses a splitting technique for FPK equation’s 
coefficients. In the same chapter, this methodology will then be applied to oscillators and to a 
class Hamiltonian systems. Conclusively, in the last chapter 6, we will revisit the results of 
chapter 5 in order to establish sufficient conditions under which two stochastic systems share 
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   Chapter  2 
 





2.1 Connection between Itō SDEs and FPK equation. 
 
We will now formulate the FPK equation that corresponds to a particular Itō SDEs system, 
establishing thus the aforementioned duality between the two descriptions. 
 
We shall begin by considering the stochastic dynamical system of N  state variables  
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
1
; ; , ; , ; , 1 (1)
M
i i i m m
m
X t A t t q t t W t i Nθ θ θ θ
=
= + =∑X Xɺ ,    (1) 
 
where dot denotes the differentiation in time, ( ) ( ) ( )1; ; ;
T
N
t X t X tθ θ θ =   
X ⋯  is the 
N−dimensional response vector consisting of the state variables ( );
i
X t θ  of the system, 
which are stochastic functions, ( ),
i
A tx  and ( ),
i m
q tx  are deterministic functions 
considered given and sufficiently smooth, and ( ) ( ) ( )1; ; ;
T
M
t W t W tθ θ θ =   
W ⋯  is an 
M −dimensional Gaussian white noise(1), considered as the excitation vector of the system. 
 
► White noise: At this point, it is best to give the definitions for both scalar and 
multidimensional white noises. A scalar (generalized) random function ( );W t θ  is called 
white noise (Pugachev & Sinitsyn (2001) par 3.3.3) if it is a Gaussian (generalized) stochastic 
function, with 
 
• zero expectation: ( ) 0
W
m t =           (i) 
 
• and autocovariance function of the form:  
 
( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ) ( )WWC t s t t s t s t sν δ ν ν δ= − = − (
2),     (ii) 
                                               
(1)  For brevity and since no other kind of white noise will be considered throughout the present work, Gaussian 
white noise will be mentioned simply as white noise from now on.  
(2)  More precisely, by guaranteeing the independence between ( )1 ;W t θ , ( )2 ;W t θ  for any 1t , 2t  with 
1 2
t t≠ , we define the white noise in the broad sense (weakly white noise), while the white noise in the strict 
sense (strongly white noise) is defined if ( );W t θ  for any time t  is a random variable that is statistically 




where ( )tν  is a strictly positive function called the intensity of white noise and ( )t sδ −  is 
the delta function. The second form of ( ),
WW
C t s  in Eq. (ii), that employs the square roots of 
intensity, is given in order to demonstrate the required symmetry of autocovariance function 
with respect to its two time arguments t , s . 
 
Moreover, an M −dimensional random function is called a vector white noise (Lippi 2012) if 
it is a Gaussian (generalized) stochastic function, with 
 
• its expectation being the M −dimensional zero vector: ( )t =
W
m 0    (iii) 
 
• and its autocovariance being an M M×  matrix of the form:  
 
( ) ( ), ( )t s t t sδ= −
WW
C D         (iv) 
 
where ( )tD  is a symmetric positive definite M M×  matrix which is called the intensity of 
white noise for the multidimensional case, and ( )t sδ −  is the delta function. Since intensity 
matrix ( )tD  is a positive definite matrix, there exists a unique positive definite M M×  
matrix 1 2 ( )tD  (see Horn & Johnson (2013), th. 7.2.6), called the square root of ( )tD , with 
the property of 1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( )t t t⋅ =D D D , generalizing thus the notion of square matrix to 
matrices. By employing square root matrix 1 2 ( )tD  we can express Eq. (iv) as 
 
( ) ( )1 2 1 2, ( ) ( )t s t s t sδ= −WWC D D .         (v) 
 
Eq. (v) demonstrates clearly the required symmetry property of ( ),t s
WW
C  for the 
multidimensional case. 
 
Note that the definition of white noise does not impose any restriction on matrix ( )tD , 
meaning that its off-diagonal components ( )i jD t , i j≠  do not have to be zero in general. 
Thus, the white noise components ( );
m
W t θ  do not have to be independent from one another 
in general.(3) Additionally, we have to mention that, in the above definition, we demand from 
intensity matrix ( )tD  to be strictly positive definite and not just positive semi-definite, which 
is the standard requirement for such matrices. This stronger requirement implies that ( )tD  
has maximum rank and thus it is non-singular. (Lippi 2012) 
 
Last, by observing definitions (i), (ii) and (iii), (iv) for both the scalar and vector cases, we 
state that white noise is a stationary process since, in any case, its expectation is time 
independent and the values of its autocovariance depend only on the difference of the two 
time instances considered, and not on the time instances themselves. ◄ 
 
Having described SDEs system (1), we can now state that it corresponds to the following FPK 
equation  
 
( ) ( )
2
( )
( ) ( )
1 1 1
( ) 1




i t i j t
i i ji i j
f
A t f B t f
t x x x
= = =




x x x x  (2) 
                                               
(3) Interestingly enough, we may found examples (e.g. in Lippi 2012) of a vector whose components are scalar 





where ( ) ( )tf x x  is the N−dimensional joint probability density of state variables ( );iX t θ  
of system (1). Moreover, coefficients ( ),
i
A tx  in FPK equation (2) are the same as in system 
(1), while coefficients ( ),i jB tx  are defined as  
 
( )
1 1 2 2
1 2
1 1
, 2 ( , ) ( ) ( , ) , , 1 (1)
M M
i j i m m m j m
m m
B t q t D t q t i j N
= =
= =∑∑x x x ,    (3) 
 
where ( , )
i m
q tx  are defined as in system (1) and the M M×  matrix ( )tD  is defined by 
relation (iv). 
 
The proof of the above correspondence between SDE system (1) and FPK equation (2) shall 
not be included in the present work. For a derivation of FPK equation from the Itō SDE see 
Sun (2006) sec. 6.2. 
 
Thus, the passing from SDEs system (1) to FPK equation (2) states that the probability 
description of N  non-linear, stochastic ODEs is dominated by a linear PDE with N  state 
variables. From a PDEs point of view, FPK equation (2) is a linear homogeneous PDE with 
varying coefficients and many state variables (plus time). Furthermore, by inspection, Eq. (2) 
is easily categorized as a convection-diffusion PDE, and thus ( ),
i
A tx ’s are called the drift 
coefficients and ( ),i jB tx ’s are called the diffusion coefficients, following the terminology 
used for such PDEs. We will also refer collectively to the drift coefficients as the drift vector 
( ), tA x , and to diffusion coefficients as the diffusion matrix ( ), tB x .  
 
 
2.2 Discussion regarding diffusion matrix ( ), tB x . The degenerate FPK equation. 
 
Let us now focus for a while on the N N×  diffusion matrix ( ), tB x  and its definition 
relation (3). From Eq. (3) and the symmetry of matrix ( )tD , we can easily prove the 
symmetry of matrix ( ), tB x ; ( ) ( ), ,i j j iB t B t=x x . 
 
However, in spite of being symmetric, the problem that arises with regard to diffusion matrix 
( ), tB x  is that in most of the physically interesting cases of stochastic dynamical systems, 
matrix ( ), tB x  contains many zero elements, making it a degenerate matrix in many cases. 
 
More specifically, it is common for ( ), tB x  to have its i− th row and column filled with zero 
elements only. This happens when the i− th state of the system (1) is not excited 
stochastically, 
 
i.e.  ( ), 0 , 1 (1)
i m
q t m M= =x .         (4) 
 
In general, the N  equations of system (1) may form two distinctive groups; the first 
1
N  
equations that do not contain terms of stochastic excitation 
 




and the rest 
2 1
N N N= −  equations that are stochastically excited, since it exists at least one 
( ), 0
i m
q t ≠x  for each of these equations 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )1
1
; ; , ; , ; , 1 (1)
M
i i i m m
m
X t A t t q t t W t i N Nθ θ θ θ
=
= + = +∑X Xɺ . (5b) 
 
The diffusion matrix ( ), tB x  of the FPK equation that corresponds to Itō system (5a) + (5b) 
contains an 
2 2
N N×  non-zero submatrix ( ), tB xɶ  located in its lower right corner, while the 
















.           (6) 
 
An FPK equation with diffusion matrix of the form (6) is called degenerate, in the sense that, 
if we define the FPK differential operator L  as 
 








i i ji i j
A t B t
t x x x
= = =
∂ ∂ ∂   = + −      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∑ ∑∑x xL
i
i i i ,   (7a) 
 
and substitute the form (6) of matrix ( ), tB x  into the FPK operator (7a), we obtain  
 










i i ji i N j N
A t B t
t x x x
= = + = +
∂ ∂ ∂   = + −      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∑ ∑ ∑x xL
i
ɶi i i .  (7b) 
 
Clearly, operator (7b) is degenerate since not all partial derivatives ( )2 ,i j i jB t x x ∂ ∂ ∂  x
ɶ i  
appear in its expression. 
 
 
2.2.1 The case of stochastic oscillators 
 
Degenerate FPK equations arise from SDE systems that correspond to stochastic ODEs of 
second order or higher in a natural way; Let us consider, for example, the stochastic oscillator 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ); ; , ; ; , ; ;X t h X t X t q X t X t W tθ θ θ θ θ θ+ =ɺɺ ɺ ɺ .     (8) 
 
Stochastic oscillators of the form (8) are common cases examined in existing literature, e.g. in 
the works of Cai & Lin (1988), Gardiner (2004) ch. 5, Lin & Cai (1988), Sun (2006) sec. 6.6 
and Yong & Lin (1988), to mention a few. 
By introducing state vector ( ) ( ) ( ); ; ;
T
t X t X tθ θ θ =   
X ɺ , oscillator (8) is expressed in 
state space as 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
1 2
2 1 2 1 2
; ;
; ; , ; ; , ; ;
X t X t
X t h X t X t q X t X t W t
θ θ
θ θ θ θ θ θ
  =  
 
 = − +   
ɺ
ɺ




System (9) is a system of first order SDEs like system (1) and thus we can identify the 2 1×  
drift vector ( ), tA x  and the 2 2×  diffusion matrix ( ), tB x  of its corresponding FPK 
equation. Drift vector ( ), tA x  is defined by inspection of system (9) as 
 
( ) ( )2 1 2, ,
T
t x h x x = −
  
A x ,        (10) 
 
while diffusion matrix ( ), tB x  is defined by Eq. (3). Since the first equation of system (9) is 
not excited stochastically, and according to the above analysis regarding the degenerate cases, 
the first row and column of ( ), tB x  are null, leaving thus only the component ( )
22




( )2 1 2
0 0
,
0 2 ( ) ,
t
t q x xν
 
 =  
  
B x ,        (11) 
 
where ( )tν  is the intensity of white noise excitation ( );W t θ . Having identified the 
coefficients ( ),
i
A tx , ( ),i jB tx  we can now write the form that FPK operator (7b) takes in 
this case  
 
( ) ( )
2
2
2 1 2 22 1 22
1 2 2
( ) , ( ) ,x h x x t q x x
t x x x
ν
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   = + − −      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
L
i i
i i i .  (12) 
 
Operator L  of Eq. (12) is indeed degenerate, since the second partial derivative
2 2
1
x∂ ∂i  
does not appear. Thus, FPK equations with operator of such form depart from the classical 
(non-degenerate) cases examined by the theory of second order PDEs and call for solution 




2.2.2 The case of stochastic Hamiltonian systems 
 
Another case frequently arising in the context of mechanics are Hamiltonian systems. We 
recall that a system is called Hamiltonian if it admits a description of 2N  canonical 




n i jn i j
x q p
= = =
=  and its time evolution can be expressed using a 
scalar function ( ),H H= q p (4) with continuous first order derivatives. 
i
q ’s are called the 
generalized coordinates and 
jp ’s are called the generalized momenta, while function H  is 
called the Hamiltonian of the system, and in most cases is seen as the total energy of the 
system.  
 
It is known that, for a conservative system, that is in absence of energy dissipation 
mechanisms, the time evolution of a Hamiltonian system is governed by the following 2N   
(deterministic) equations 
 
                                               





















 = = 
 ∂  
 
 ∂ 








       (13) 
 
Let us now alter the right side of the last N  Hamiltonian equations (13) by also including  
 
• a non-conservative linear damping term with varying coefficients of the form  
 

















q p q pɺ              (14a) 
 








∑ q pℓ ℓ
ℓ
                  (14b) 
 
where j kC , jG ℓ  are smooth functions of the canonical coordinates and 
ˆ ( )f t
ℓ
 are functions 
of time only that model the external forces exercised on the Hamiltonian system.  
 
At this point, we shall introduce stochasticity in the Hamiltonian system (13) + (14a, b), by 
considering external forces ˆ ( )f t
ℓ
 as white noises ( );W t θℓ . By considering the excitation of 
the system as stochastic, its response, i.e. the canonical coordinates, should also be considered 
as stochastic functions; 
 
( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ }( )2
1 1 1
; ; , ;
N N N
n i jn i j
X t Q t P tθ θ θ
= = =
= .     (15) 
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 + = 
 











,           (16a) 
 
Stochastically-excited dissipative Hamiltonian systems of the form (16a) are examined in the 
works of Soize (1994) and Sun (2006), par. 6.6.5.  
 
Moreover, by rewriting SDEs system (16a) using the unifying notation (15) of generalized 
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 ∂ ∂ 
 = − − +






 + = + 
 











.           (16b) 
 
Since we have system in the familiar form (16b), we can identify the 2 1N×  drift vector 
( ), tA x  and the 2 2N N×  diffusion matrix ( ), tB x  of the respective FPK equation; 
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.     (17) 
 
On the other hand, for the definition of diffusion matrix ( ), tB x , we observe that the first N  
equations in SDEs system (16b) do not contain terms of stochastic excitation, and thus 
















           (6) 
 





( ) ( )
1 1 2 2
1 2
1 1
, 2 ( , ) ( ) ( , ) , , 1 (1) 2
L L
i j i jB t G t D t G t i j N N
= =
= = +∑∑x x xℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ
ɶ . (18) 
 
Under Eqs. (17), (6), (18) the FPK operator (7b) takes the form of 
 
( ) ( )
2 2 2 2
1 1 1
1




i i ji i N j N
A t B t
t x x x
= = + = +
∂ ∂ ∂   = + −      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∑ ∑ ∑x xL
i
ɶi i i ,  (19) 
 
for the case of Hamiltonian SDEs (16a). FPK operator (19) is indeed degenerate, since while 
the index of the single sum covers the whole range of generalized coordinates: 1 (1) 2i N= , 
indices of the double sum cover the range of generalized momenta only: , 1 (1) 2i j N N= + . 
 
 
2.3 Constraints over the solution of FPK equation arising from its probabilistic 
interpretation.  
 
In addition to the previous peculiarity regarding the emergence of degenerate FPK equations 
in cases of interesting systems, solving FPK equations exhibits also difficulties that arise from 
the interpretation of its unknown field ( ) ( )tf x x  in the context of probability theory; 
( ) ( )tf x x  is a probability density function and thus we have to restrict ourselves in finding 
solutions that are 
 
• non-negative: ( ) ( ) 0tf ≥x x   and               (20a) 
 
• of finite integral: ( ) ( ) 1
N
t
f dx =∫ x x
ℝ
.               (20b) 
 
We mention emphatically that Eqs. (20a, b) constitute constraints imposed on the FPK 
equation solution for every SDEs system. 
 
 
2.4 The stationary FPK equation. 
 
As the title of the current work suggests, we will not consider the solution of the full, time 
dependent FPK equation, but we shall examine techniques for determining its steady-state 
behavior, assuming that such a state can be attained by the SDE system.  
 
The assumption of stationarity for FPK equation means that, after sufficient time, interpreted 
mathematically as the long time limit t →∞ , solution ( ) ( )tf x x  to FPK equation will 
remain unchanged in time; 
 









.           (21) 
 
Note that stationarity condition (21) is the standard one also when investigating the steady-
state of a PDE. 
 




( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
1
; ; , ; , ; , 1 (1)
M
i i i m m
m
X t A t t q t t W t i Nθ θ θ θX Xɺ
=
= + =∑     (1) 
 
we assume that the following long time limits of its characteristics exist: 
 
( )( ) lim , , 1 (1)
i i
t
A A t i Nx x
→∞
= = ,                (22a) 
 
( ) lim ( , ) , 1 (1) , 1 (1)
i m im
t
q q t i N m Mx x
→∞
= = = .             (22b) 
 
We also assume, with respect to M −dimensional white noise excitation ( );t θW  that the 
long time limit of its intensity matrix ( )tD  (introduced in Eq. (iv), of par. 2.1) exists and 
takes the following diagonal form 
 
1





 = =   
D D ⋯ .                (22c) 
 








 of the M −dimensional white noise excitation are scalar white 
noises, independent from one another, with 
m
ν  being their long time intensities (positive 
scalar quantities). 
 
In parallel, we also consider the FPK equation (2) that corresponds to SDE system (1) 
 
( ) ( )
2
( )
( ) ( )
1 1 1
( ) 1




i t i j t
i i ji i j
f
A t f B t f
t x x x
= = =




x x x x  (2) 
 








expect that its response ( );t θX  will be stationary after sufficiently long time. (Yong & Lin 
1987). So, we denote the stationary joint probability function of response ( );t θX  of system 
as 
 






= .                  (23a) 
 
Last, since the existence of the long time limits ( )
i m
q x  and 
1 2
m m
D  have been assumed in 
Eqs. (22b,c) the long time limits of the diffusion coefficients ( ),i jB tx  of  the FPK equation 
(2) also exist, and are defined as 
 
( )
1 1 2 2
1 2
1 1
( ) lim , 2 ( ) ( ) , , 1 (1)
M M
i j i j i m m m j m
t
m m
B B t q D q i j Nx x x x
→∞
= =
= = =∑∑    (23b) 
 
Using the notations introduced in the relations (22a)-(23b) and under the stationarity 
condition (21) regarding the FPK equation, we state that the stationary response probability 
density ( )f
x
x  is governed by the following stationary FPK equation (see also Gardiner 











i i ji i j
A f B f
x x x
x x
x x x x
= = =
∂ ∂   − + =      ∂ ∂ ∂∑ ∑∑ .   (24) 
 
Compatible to the analysis conducted above, Eq. (24) is a linear homogeneous stationary 
(time independent) convection-diffusion PDE of varying coefficients, in many cases with 
degenerate differential operator, whose solution ( )f
x
x  has be  
 
• non-negative: ( ) 0f
x
x ≥   and               (25a) 
 
• of finite integral: ( ) 1
N
f dx =∫ x x
ℝ
,               (25b) 
 
since it is a probability density function. We thus state that the scope of the present work is to 
investigate the solution of stationary FPK equation (24) under the constraints (25a,b). We also 
note that since the time independent FPK equation (24) lacks the time derivative term 
( ) ( )tf tx x∂ ∂ , stationary FPK equation is called alternatively in the existing literature as the 
reduced FPK equation. 
 
We shall complete this introductory presentation of the reduced FPK equation by introducing 
summation convention notation for writing equations in a more contracted form. In 
summation convention notation the repeated indices are summed over their whole range and 
thus, reduced FPK equation (24) is expressed as 
 
21




A f B f
x x x
x x
x x x x
∂ ∂   − + =      ∂ ∂ ∂
     (26) 
 
while diffusion coefficients ( )i jB x  defined in Eq. (23b) are expressed as 
 
1 1 2 2
( ) 2 ( ) ( ) , , 1 (1)i j i m m m j mB q D q i j Nx x x= = .     (27) 
 
What we shall always have in mind when using summation convection notation is that 
repeated indices i , j  appearing in FPK equation (26) range over the size of response vector 
( );t θX  of the SDEs system, while repeated indices 
1
m , 2m  appearing in the diffusion 
coefficients definition relation (27) range over the size of the white noise vector ( );t θW  that 
excite the SDEs system. The two vector sizes do not have to coincide. 
 
 
2.5 Analytic solutions to FPK equations: their importance & techniques to obtain them. 
 
Apart from the challenging part of seeking exact solutions to a PDE with many state variables 
under the constraint of non-negativity and integrability for the solution, obtaining analytic 
solutions to FPK equations, and not moving to approximate or numerical solutions from the 
beginning, is also important; e.g. as in most of the complex problems, exact solutions for 
some, even simple examples can be used as benchmark cases for validating numerical 
algorithms. 
 
However, analytic solutions in this particular case of the FPK equation have also another 
importance; as we have already mentioned, solution of the FPK equation gives the response 
probability density ( ) ( )tf x x  of a stochastic dynamical system. Having an exact expression 
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for ( ) ( )tf x x  means that we also have an exact expression for the response tail probability 
which cannot be obtained via numerical techniques. The knowledge of the tail probability can 
provide us with answers to certain problems such as extremes and up-crossings that arise 
naturally in the context of physical and engineering systems. 
 
The techniques developed for solving the FPK equation fall into two categories; the ones that 
solve the full FPK equation and thus the time dependent evolution probability density 
( ) ( )tf x x  is obtained, and the others that solve the reduced FPK equation, providing us with 
the time independent steady-state probability density ( )f
x
x . At this point we have to note 
that the solving techniques for the reduced FPK equations, which are also the subject of the 
present work, are more developed than the ones for the full FPK equation.  
 
With respect to solutions for the full FPK equations, we can mention the eigenfunction 
expansion methods for solving the one-dimensional full FPK equation discussed by Gardiner 
(2004) in par. 5.2.5. While such a discussion is also performed for the general multi-
dimensional case in Gardiner (2004) par. 5.3.7, its focus is on the stationary case. Sun (2006) 
in sec. 6.3 solves the full FPK equation in the case of multidimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
(i.e. linear) systems by using the notion of the characteristic function, i.e. the Fourier 
transform of response probability density function and performing linear algebra 
manipulations. However, in spite of Sun (2006) giving a general solution for the response 
probability density of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck systems without mentioning any assumption 
regarding the characteristics of the system, his solution applies only to systems corresponding 
to non-degenerate FPK equations. The same issue arises in the works of Aminikhah & 
Jamalian (2012) and Hesam et al. (2012). Since their proposed solutions apply only to non-
degenerate FPK equations, they exclude large classes of interesting cases such as oscillators 
and Hamiltonian systems, as we have seen in sec. 2.2. 
 
On the other hand, works for the determination of the response pdf ( ) ( )tf x x  of particular 
SDE systems have also been conducted avoiding the use of FPK equation; By using the path 
integrals method, Calisto et al. (2006) have found an exact solution for a one-dimensional 
RDE stochastically excited by linear and quadratic multiplicative Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise 
while also driven by a deterministic periodic sine wave signal. In addition to this and by using 
stochastic integration, Gershgorin & Majda (2010) have found a solution for a particular 
SDE system of one slow real mode and one complex fast mode. 
 
Moving now to the solution techniques for the reduced FPK equation, we observe the greater 
progress made, since more cases have been solved with respect to their stationary response 
probability density.  
 
An important class of dynamical systems admitting closed-form probabilistic solution in the 
(long-time) steady-state regime are the stochastically-excited Hamiltonian systems with 
( )h H − linear dissipation, having the form of Eq. (16a) with ( ) ( ), ( , )j k j kC h H C=Q P Q P  
and ( ) ( ), ( , )j j kG g H G=Q P Q Pℓ . whose steady-state ( )f x x  and conditions for the 
stationarity to be attained have been determined by Soize (1994), and more synoptically in 
Soize (1988), using stochastic integration and Sun (2006) par. 6.6.5 who considered the 
corresponding reduced FPK equation and split it into two equations; he recognized part of 
the reduced FPK equation as being the Poisson bracket of ( )f
x




The split of reduced FPK equation into two equations has also produced solutions for 
nonlinear oscillators whose characteristics are particular functions of the Hamiltonian of the 
respective conservative oscillator, as seen in Caughey & Ma (1982). It is also important to 
mention that the technique of splitting the reduced FPK equation into two equations is 
presented, somehow heuristically and without mentioning many solvable cases, for second 
order systems in general in Sun (2006) par. 6.6.1. The same technique is employed in Wang 
& Zhang (2000) for some particular classes of stochastic nonlinear oscillators.  
 
Another class of systems is those with invertible diffusion matrix ( )B x , under the 
assumption of zero probability flow (for the definition of probability flow see par. 4.1). 
These systems are mentioned in Sun (2006) in the beginning of par. 6.6.6 and in the 
beginning of the paper by Cai & Lin (1988), but they are examined in a more consistent and 
detailed manner in Gardiner (2004) par. 5.3.3 along with their solvability conditions. These 
systems will be investigated in detail in ch. 4 of the present work, following Gardiner’s 
outline. 
 
The need for solutions for larger classes of systems gave rise to the more general technique of 
splitting the coefficients of reduced FPK equation. Using this technique and under 
conditions which are less restrictive that the invertibility of matrix ( )B x  requirement, the 
original FPK equation can be replaced by a system of equations which is simpler to solve. 
However, since by the splitting of coefficients the degrees of freedom in the resulting 
equations grow dramatically, especially for SDE systems with many state variables, 
conditions determining the splitting of coefficients as well as checking on the solvability of 
the reduced FPK equation are needed. Such is the argument of detailed balance described in 
Graham & Haken (1971) and Van Kampen (1981) par. V.6. Detailed balance argument 
originates from thermodynamics and it is applied in stochastic oscillators for the 
determination of their ( )f
x
x  in numerous works, e.g. Sun (2006) par. 6.6.6, Gardiner (2004) 
pars. 5.3.4-5.3.6 and Bezen & Klebaner (1996). 
 
At this point, a special mention to a group of the Center for Applied Stochastics Research in 
Florida Atlantic University has to be made. At the end of the 80’s, this group began to work 
on solving the reduced FPK equation using splitting of coefficient techniques, at first by 
employing the detailed balance argument (Yong & Lin 1987). Even in this first paper of 
theirs, they have observed that “a reduced Fokker-Planck equation, which possesses a 
stationary solution, may or may not satisfy the conditions for detailed balance”. Their 
questioning of detailed balance argument continued in Lin & Cai (1988) where they showed 
that the requirement regarding the diffusion matrix under detailed balance argument “is 
actually superfluous”. Lastly, in Cai & Lin (1988) they presented their own splitting of 
coefficients technique, essentially different from the one dictated by detailed balance 
argument and applied it to nonlinear oscillators and multi-degree of freedom second order 
systems. The innovation in Cai & Lin (1988) splitting technique was that not only the drift 
coefficients were split (as in detailed balance), but also a splitting in diffusion coefficients 
was performed, allowing thus more flexibility for the solution procedure. However, the 
problem arising in their technique is that, in their system of simpler equations replacing FPK 
equation, a generalized Pfaffian equation appears. The solution of such an equation is peculiar 
(see Polyanin et al. 2002) and it is becoming cumbersome if we consider systems that have 
more than two state variables. Nevertheless, it is an invaluable methodology and has been 
slightly generalized in To (2001) ch. 3, where many examples of second order systems are 
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   Chapter  3 
 
The stationary FPK Equation. 





3.1 Introduction of probability flow and its use to express the reduced FPK equation. 
 
As we have already mentioned in sec. 2.4, if response probability density ( ) ( )tf x x  attains a 
steady state for t→∞ , then this steady state response probability density ( )f
x
x  satisfies 
the reduced FPK equation, which is i) the time independent version of the full FPK equation 
and, ii) does not depend on the initial conditions of the full FPK equation. The reduced FPK 
equation is expressed as 
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A f B f
x x x
∂ ∂   − + =      ∂ ∂ ∂
x x
x x x x ,      (1) 
 
with diffusion coefficients ( )i jB x  defined as 
 
1 1 2 2
( ) 2 ( ) ( ) , , 1 (1)i j i m m m j mB q D q i j N= =x x x .       (2) 
 
Observing Eq. (1), we can see that by introducing the probability flow vector field ( )G x  as 
in Cai & Lin (1988) and Gardiner (2004) par. 5.2.1, 
 
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , 1 (1)
2
i i i j
j
G A f B f i N
x
∂  = − =  ∂
x x
x x x x x ,     (3) 
 












.            (4) 
 
which is actually an incompressibility condition for the flow vector ( )G x  in the absence of 
sources or sinks. Probability flow vector field ( )G x  will be proven a very useful notion 
when trying to solve the reduced FPK equation in later sections.  
 
At this point we have to note that, since we examine the case of the reduced FPK equation, 
the introduced vector field ( )G x  refers to the time independent stationary probability flow, 




We also state again that the solution ( )f
x
x  of Eq. (1) has to be 
 
• non-negative: ( ) 0f
x
x ≥   and                 (5a) 
 
• of finite integral: ( ) 1
N
f dx =∫ x x
ℝ
,                 (5b) 
 
since it is a probability density function. 
 
PDE (1) supplemented by constraints (5a, b) over its solution is the full problem to be 
considered in the present work.  
 
Clearly, the presence of constrains such as (5a, b) is out of scope of the classical theory for 




3.2 Introduction of probability density potential for expressing the stationary response 
probability density function. 
 
Following a common practice (e.g. Sun 2006 par. 6.6, Cain & Lin 1988) we incorporate a 
priori the non-negativity condition (5a), by seeking solutions ( )f
x
x  of the form 
 
( )( ) exp ( )f C ψ= −
x
x x ,                      (6) 
 
with C  being the non-negative normalization constant and scalar field ( )ψ x  being a 
function called the probability density potential.  
 
We should note that, although expression (6) may seem restrictive at first, it is general since 
every non-negative function can be written as the exponential of another function. Thus, 
finding a non-negative solution ( )f
x
x  is equivalent to finding a function ( )ψ x , and so, 
from now on, probability potential ( )ψ x  will serve as the solution-to-be-found in the present 
work. (Lin & Cai 1988) 
 
Thus, by moving from FPK equation regarding ( )f
x
x  to the one regarding ( )ψ x , we see 
that we have a priori assured the non-negativity of ( )f
x
x  and thus satisfied one of the two 




Let us now examine the other constraint over ( )f
x
x , namely the integral constraint 
( ) 1
N
f dx =∫ x x
ℝ
. At the present work, we shall focus on probability density functions 
that comply with the following behavior at the limit: 
 





x ,          (7a) 
 




x  is a continuous non-negative function, the proof that it is also of finite integral 
under the condition (7a) relies on Fubini’s theorem (Apostol (1974) th.14.6) for the 
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calculation of the multiple integral of ( )f
x
x  along with th. 10.33 in Apostol (1974) 
regarding the improper integrals in ℝ . 
 
We note emphatically that condition (7a) is only sufficient for ( )f
x
x  to have finite integral; 
we can find counterexamples of non-negative and continuous functions whose infinite 
integral is finite but their limit at infinity doesn't exist or it is not always zero. Nevertheless, in 
the present work, only probability density functions that satisfy constraint (7a) will be 
considered. 
 
Considering expression (6), constraint (7a) regarding density ( )f
x
x  is translated as the 






x ,         (7b) 
 
with i  being any norm of the Nℝ  state space of the system.  
 
Constraint (7b) regarding ( )ψ x  is the mathematical expression of the state made in Lin & 
Cai (1988): “Potential ( )ψ x  should tend to infinity sufficiently fast as at least one of the 
state variables 
i
x , 1 (1)i N=  tends to ±∞ .” 
 
Functions satisfying relation (7b) are called radially unbounded, and a way to test if a 
function is not radially unbounded is to find a path that results in → +∞x  along which 
function ( )ψ x  stays bounded. 
 
Summarizing now the discussion over the use of probability density potential ( )ψ x  instead 
of the probability density function ( )f
x
x , we can state that we will try to find a solution to 
the reduced FPK equation expressed as having ( )ψ x  as unknown, and check for its radial 
unboundedness afterwards. 
 
We have to underline that the main advantage of using potential ( )ψ x  instead of density 
( )f
x
x  is that ( )ψ x  needs not to be a non-negative function, unlike ( )f
x
x . The only 
requirement for ( )ψ x  regarding its sign that we can deduce from constraint (7b) is that 
( )ψ x  has to be a finally positive function. The elimination of the rather restrictive non-




3.3 Expressing the reduced FPK equation and probability flow field using the 
probability density potential. 
 
Now, we shall move on to expressing the reduced FPK equation with regard to probability 
density potential ( )ψ x , by substituting solution expression (6) for ( )f
x
x  into the reduced 
FPK equation (1): 
 
( ) ( )
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∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∂
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x x xx x
               (8) 
 
Comparing the reduced FPK equation (8) for ( )ψ x  to the reduced FPK equation (1) for 
( )f
x
x , we observe that Eq. (7) is a second-order, non-linear (quadratic) PDE with varying 
coefficients, while Eq. (1) is a second-order, linear PDE with varying coefficients. Thus, the 
equation governing ( )ψ x  is more difficult to solve than the equation governing ( )f
x
x . It 
should be noted, however, that constraints over ( )ψ x  are relaxed; only the requirement for 
radial unboundedness is present, which can be ignored in the solution procedure and checked 
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after having obtained an expression for ( )ψ x . Recall that, in Eq. (1) two essential constrains, 
Eqs. (5a, b), apply over ( )f
x
x  (the non-negativity and the integral constraint), with the non-
negativity constraint being rather restrictive.  
 
We will also perform the similar work of expressing probability flow vector field ( )G x  with 
regard to ( )ψ x , by substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (3) 
 
( ) ( )
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
1
( ) ( )exp ( ) ( )exp ( )
2
i i i j
j
i i i j
j
G A f B f
x
G C A B
x
ψ ψ
∂  = − ⇒  ∂
  ∂  = − − − ⇒    ∂  
x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) exp ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) , 1 (1)
2
i j
i i i j
j j
BC




 ∂ ∂ = − − + = ∂ ∂  
x x
x x x x .    (9) 
 
 
3.4 Departing from Gaussianity; the case of bivariate polynomials as possible 
probability density potentials. 
 
At this point, a brief digression would be useful, in order to check if the following form for 
nonnegative bivariate polynomials is radially unbounded (as defined in Eq. 7b): 
 




( )P i , 
2
( )P i , ( , )Q i i  are defined as 
 





P x a x N N= ∈∑ ℕ ,               (11a) 
 





P x b x M M= ∈∑ ℕ ,               (11b) 
 
( ) *1 2 1 2
1 1





















c  (the coefficients that multiply the terms containing the highest 
power of 
1
x  or 
2
x ) being positive quantities. 
 
Using the algebraic limit theorem, the check on the limit of ( )ψ x  switches to the check on 
the limits of polynomials on the right side of relation (10) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2lim , lim lim lim ,x x P x P x Q x xψ
→ +∞ → +∞ → +∞ → +∞
= + +
x x x x
,  (12) 
 
and since ( )1 1P x  and ( )2 2P x  are polynomials of only one argument, their limits are 




( ) ( )
1 1






P x P x a x
→ +∞ → ±∞ → ±∞
= = = +∞
x
,             (13a) 
 
( ) ( )
2 2






P x P x b x
→ +∞ → ±∞ → ±∞
= = = +∞
x
,            (13b) 
 
since we have assumed that , 0
N M
a b >  and ,N M  are even. 
 
At this point we observe that if the function ( )1 2,Q x x  in expression (10) is set to zero, the 
( )1 2,x xψ  defined by that expression is a radially unbounded function, and thus a legitimate 
probability density potential. Moreover, if ( )1 1P x , ( )2 2P x  contain only the quadratic term, 
potential ( )1 2,x xψ  corresponds to a bivariate Gaussian probability density function. 
 
On the other hand, function ( )1 2,Q x x  is of two arguments, and thus we have to examine if 
there is a path in ( )1 2,x x  space along which the radial unboundedness property is violated. 
Actually, there are two such paths, the axes 
1
0x =  and 
2
0x = , along which 













                   (14a) 
 
while along all other paths 
 
( ) ( )
1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2 1 2





x x x x
Q x x c x x c x x
→ +∞ → +∞
≠ ∧ ≠ ≠ ∧ ≠




,           (14a) 
 




 and ,K L  are even. 
 
So, the considered limits of ( )1 1P x , ( )2 2P x  are equal to +∞ , while the limit of ( )1 2,Q x x  
is either +∞  or bounded (zero). It is thus obvious that ( )1 2lim ,x xψ
→ +∞x
, which is the sum 
of the three limits, is calculated as 
 




.         (15) 
 
Some cases of stationary probability density functions corresponding to probability density 
potentials of the form (10) are shown in Fig. 1. 
 
Commenting on Fig. 1 we can see that the first plot is the bivariate Gaussian distribution 
( ) ( )2 21 2 1 2, expf x x C x x= − −x , with the part ( )1 2,Q x x  of the respective potential 
( )1 2,x xψ  being equal to null. 
 
In the second plot, we have added a non-zero term ( )1 2,Q x x , and thus distribution departs 








Figure 1: 2D stationary probability density functions for some cases of bivariate even polynomials as 
probability density potentials. 
 
The concentration of more probability density over these two directions is justified if we 
remember that along these two axes, the term ( )1 2,Q x x  is zero and does not tend to infinity 
as it does along all other directions. As a result, the total probability potential ( )1 2,x xψ  
tends to infinity (and thus ( )1 2,f x xx  tends to zero) in a slower rate along these axes than 
along all other directions. 
 




x  while ( )1 2,Q x x  is set to null, which leads to probability density forms that are steeper 
that the Gaussian. The consideration of non-zero ( )1 2,Q x x  for this case is shown in the fifth 
plot, and adds the expected feature of the two backbones along the two axes.  
 
In the potentials considered in the last two plots, only the coefficients multiplying the highest 




x  were considered as positive. This results in having a four-peaked 
distribution instead of the one-peaked of the previous cases. Also, as it is expected, the 
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presence of a non-zero ( )1 2,Q x x  in the sixth plot results in more elongated shapes for the 
four peaks. 
 
The above analysis may be seen as a survey over a class of non-Gaussian, nevertheless 
legitimate, two dimensional probability density functions, that could be proven useful in 
approximating the stationary response of random oscillators; a similar survey with compatible 
results has been conducted for the one dimensional case by Crandall (2004), Crandall (2006). 
In these papers by Crandall, suitable families of stationary densities for the ( )
1
;X t θ  state 
(displacement), and not for the whole response vector ( ) ( )1 2; ;
T
X t X tθ θ   
, of nonlinear 
oscillators were presented. On the contrary, we claim that in the present work these forms for 
the densities will arise as exact and not approximate stationary solutions, a claim that is yet to 
be proven through the solution procedure in ch. 5. 
 
Thus, in the context of the present work, the above survey can be seen as a prevalidation of 
this class of bivariate even polynomials as legitimate probability density potentials, since they 
will arise as such in ch.5, where we are going to solve some cases of oscillators with certain 
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   Chapter  4 
 
Stationary solutions to stochastic systems 





4.1 Equations replacing the reduced FPK equation for the case of ( ) 0=G x  
 
Since probability flow vector field ( )G x  has been defined in the previous chapter, in which 
we have also seen that the reduced FPK equation can be expressed as ( ) 0∇⋅ =G x , an 
obvious class of systems that exhibit a steady state response probability density are these of 
vanishing probability flow; 
 
( ) 0 , 1 (1)
i
G i N= =x .          (1) 
 
Vanishing probability flow cases are investigated in Sun (2006) under the name of systems 
with invertible diffusion matrix that obey the detailed balance condition, in Gardiner (2004) 
par. 5.3.3 under the name of stationary solutions, and in Cai & Lin (1988), Lin & Cai (1988) 
under the name of stationary potential cases. 
 
For reasons of clarity, we should note that the characterization “stationary”, for both the 
system and its probabilistic solution, that recurs in the aforementioned literature, does not 
refer to the steady-state probability density we seek, since it is by definition stationary and not 
time evolving. It does refer to the probability flow being identically zero (Eq. 1). Thus, if we 
were to adopt the above terminology, we would state that systems admitting a stationary 
potential solution constitute a subset of all the systems admitting a stationary probability 
density since Eq. (1) of vanishing probability flow is not the sole solution to the reduced FPK 
equation. 
 
If we now employ Eq. (9) of ch. (3), that expresses ( )
i
G x  with regard to ( )ψ x , 
 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) exp ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) , 1 (1)
2
i j
i i i j
j j
BC




 ∂ ∂ = − − + = ∂ ∂  
x x
x x x x ,  
 
Eq. (1) is written with regard to potential ( )ψ x  as 
 
( )( )















Thus, in the case of ( ) 0=G x , the reduced FPK equation with regard to ( )ψ x , which is 
one second order non-linear (quadratic) PDE with varying coefficients (see Eq. (8) of ch. (3)) 
is replaced by the N  first order linear PDEs with varying coefficients of Eq. (2). 
 
Since Eqs. (2) constitute an overdetermined system of N  equations with only one scalar 
unknown ( )ψ x , the solvability of this system is not ensured a priori, but it depends on the 
satisfaction of some conditions. Thus, the purpose of par. 4.3 of the present chapter is to 
determine the solvability conditions as well as the form of solution ( )ψ x  of Eqs. (2) for 
some interesting multidimensional SDEs systems. 
 
The last issue to discuss in this introductory paragraph is the limitations in the use of the 
vanishing probability flow assumption. More specifically, the question is whether the reduced 
FPK equation of any SDEs system can attain a solution under assumption (1) or whether they 
are some systems for which such a solution is not possible. 
 
The answer comes by observing Eqs. (2) which are the equations to be solved in the case of 
vanishing probability flow. As we have already discussed in par. 2.2, there are some indeed 
interesting SDEs systems, for which the corresponding diffusion ( )B x  is degenerate; some 
of its rows contain only zero components. Considering now the Eq. (2) corresponding to such 
zero row, we obtain 
 
( )( )
( ) 2 ( ) ( ) 0
i j






= − ⇒ =
∂ ∂
xx
x x x ,      (3) 
 
since all ( )i jB x  of this row equal to zero. Eq. (3) shows that, under the assumption (1) of 
vanishing probability flow, the drift coefficient ( )
i
A x  of a non-stochastically excited 
equation contained in our SDEs system has to be zero. This means that only SDE systems that 
have a non-degenerate matrix ( )B x  can be investigated under assumption (1), for that 
assures that all of the equations contained in such an SDE system are stochastically excited. 
Moreover, since matrix ( )B x  is always symmetric, the above means that matrix ( )B x  has 
to be invertible. 
 
Actually, in par. 4.3 of the present chapter we will see that the SDEs systems that are solvable 
under the vanishing probability flow are a subset of the systems whose corresponding 
diffusion matrix ( )B x  is invertible. 
 
 
4.2 The one-dimensional case 
 
The simpler case of an Itō SDEs system is obviously the consideration of only one SDE. The 
solution of the reduced FPK equation corresponding to the one dimensional Itō SDE is 
examined in Gardiner (2004) par. 5.2.2a where the notion of probability flow is employed 
straightforwardly, but without justifying the choice of ( ) 0G x = , and in Sun (2006) par. 
6.6.1 where the solution procedure does not involve the probability flow. The version of 
solution presented here will be similar to Sun’s, but the solvability conditions as well as the 
choice of ( ) 0G x =  will be proven and discussed in detail. 
 
Let us consider the 1D SDE 
 




which has the corresponding FPK equation, 
 
( ) ( )
2
( )
( ) ( )2
( ) 1
, ( ) , ( )
2
x t
x t x t
f x
A x t f x B x t f x
t x x
∂ ∂ ∂   = − +      ∂ ∂ ∂
.    (3b) 
 
The diffusion coefficient ( ),B x t  appearing in Eq. (3b) is defined as 
 
( ) 2, 2 ( , ) ( )B x t q x t tν= ,         (3c) 
 
where ( )tν  is the intensity function of the white noise stochastic process ( );W t θ . Since 
( )tν  is a positive function (see Eq. (ii) ch.2), the diffusion coefficient ( ),B x t  is also 
positive; ( ), 0B x t > . 
 









A x f x B x f x
d x d x
   − + =      
,      (4a) 
 
the steady-state probability flow is the scalar function 
 
1




G x A x f x B x f x
d x
 = −   
,      (4b) 
 






= .           (4c) 
 
FPK equation form (4c) implies that probability flow ( )G x  is a constant quantity (not 
necessary zero a priori) and thus it is equal to its value at every x . Choosing arbitrarily 0x =  
we express ( )G x  as 
 
( ) (0 )G x G= .            (5) 
 
After this remark on probability flow ( )G x , we return to Eq. (4a), for the quantity to be 
found is probability density ( )
x
f x . Since Eq. (4a) is a second order ODE for ( )
x
f x , it 
should be supplemented by two initial conditions (one for ( )
x
f x  and one for ( )
x
d f x d x ) 
at an initial 
0
x  that is arbitrarily chosen to be 
0
0x = , and then Eq. (4a) will be solved for 












= .              (6a,b) 
 
As a first step, we integrate Eq. (4a) to obtain 
 
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
x x
A x f x B x f x
x
α
∂  − =  ∂
,       (7a) 
 





(0) (0) (0) (0)
2
x x
A f B f
x
α
∂  − =  ∂
.       (7b) 
 
At this point we observe that the left side of Eq. (7b) equals to probability flow (0)G , by 
using the probability flow definition (4b). Thus, instead of substituting the initial conditions 
(6a,b) into Eq. (7b) to define α , we set ( 0)Gα =  into Eq. (7a) to have the equation 
 
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (0 )
2
x x
A x f x B x f x G
x
∂  − =  ∂
,        (8) 
 
with the understanding that probability flow value (0)G  appearing in Eq. (8) stands as an 
abbreviation of the term 
 
( 0)1 (0) 1





G A f B
d x d x







A C B C
d x
  = − −   
,         (9) 
 
that depends on initial conditions (6a,b) and the values of equation parameters ( )A x , ( )B x  
at the initial point 
0
0x = . 
 
Since ( ) 0B x ≠ , we rewrite Eq. (8) as 
 
( ) ln ( ) 2 ( ) 2 (0)
( )
( ) ( )
x
x
d f x d B x A x G
f x
d x d x B x B x
  = − − −   
.     (10) 
 
Now, Eq. (10), supplemented by condition (6a), will be solved for 0x ≥  and 0x ≤  
separately.  
 
4.2.1 Case of 0x ≥  
For 0x ≥ , (10) + (6a) constitutes an initial value problem whose solution is given as (see 
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   = ⋅    
       ⋅ − − ≥          
∫
∫ ∫
     (11a) 
 
Having assumed that FPK coefficients ( )A x , ( )B x  are (at least) continuous functions and 
( ) 0B x ≠ , there exists a 
1








′=                    (11b) 
 
holds true, with stroke denoting the differentiation with regard to x . Substituting Eq. (11b) 
into Eq. (11a) we obtain  
39 
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 = − −
 
− −∫
           (11c) 
 
As we can see, solution expression (11c) is essentially less complicated than solution (11a).  
 
Now, returning to the interpretation of solution (11c) from the probabilistic point of view, we 
state that solution (11c) should be a positive function of finite integral, since ( )
x
f x  is a 
probability density function. 
 
As we have already discussed in ch. 3, we restrict ourselves to probability density functions 
( )
x
f x  whose finite integral identity is guaranteed by their behavior at limit shown in Eq. 
(7a), ch. 3, which is specified for the present one-dimensional case as 
 





= .                     (12) 
 
For the considered case of 0x ≥ , the only behavior at limit of ( )
x
f x  that should be checked 
is for x→ +∞ , and thus by substituting solution (11c) into Eq. (12) we have 
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− − = 
 
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Clearly, the first limit in Eq. (13) is zero if 
 




= −∞ , 
 
ii. ( ) .B x B ct≡ =  or ( )B x → +∞  with ( )( )( ) exp 2 ( )B x O I x<  as x→ +∞ . 
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Under the points i), ii) stated previously, limit (14) is identified as a 
+∞
+∞
 indeterminate form, 
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( ) 2 ( )B A
=
′ +∞ − +∞
.    (15) 
 
Thus, for cases where ( )B′ +∞ = +∞  and ( )A +∞ = −∞ , or one of the ( )B′ +∞ , 
( )A +∞  has the aforementioned behavior and the other takes a finite value, limit (15) is zero 
and ( )
x
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− ≥ −∫ .    (16) 
 
Let us examine inequality (16): ( )
0








−∫  is an unbounded function. Also, 




C f≡ ≥ , the only way for (16) to hold true is for ( 0) 0G ≤ .  
 
For cases where ( ) 2 ( )B A′ +∞ − +∞  is finite, limit (15) is non-zero and thus solution 












.      (17) 
 




4.2.2 Case of 0x ≤  
For 0x ≤ , (10) + (6a) constitutes an final value problem. We thus perform the following 
change of variable y x= − , defining also 
 
( ) ( )
x x
f y f x=ɶ ,  ( ) ( )A y A x=ɶ ,  ( ) ( )B y B x=ɶ .       (18a,b,c) 
 
Definition relations (18a,b,c)  also lead to the relations 
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x x x x
d f x d f y d f y d f yd y
d x d x d y d x d y
= = = −
ɶ ɶ ɶ
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ln ( ) ln ( ) ln ( ) ln ( )d B x d B y d B y d y d B y
d x d x d y d x d y
= = = −
ɶ ɶ ɶ
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.                (20a,b) 
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   = − ⋅    








         (21a) 
 
Performing now the inverse change of variable x y= − , v u= − , χ τ= −  on the solution 
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∫
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        (21b) 
 
which is the solution to the final value problem (20a,b). Working as in the case of 0x ≥ , we 
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, the first term in the right side of Eq. (21c) tends to zero as 
x→−∞  if  
 




= −∞   
 
ii. ( ) .B x B ct≡ =  or ( )B x → +∞  with ( )( )( ) exp 2 ( )B x O I x<  as x→−∞ . 
 
For the second term in the right side of Eq. (21c), after performing the de l’ Hôpital rule, since 
it is a 
+∞
+∞
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′− −∞ − −∞
∫
    (22) 
 
Thus, for cases where ( )B′ −∞ = +∞  and ( )A −∞ = −∞ , or one of the ( )B′ −∞ , 
( )A −∞  has the aforementioned behavior and the other takes a finite value, limit (22) is zero 
and ( )
x









f x ≥ ⇒  
( ) ( )
0
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( 0) exp 2 (0) 2 (0) exp 2 ( )
x






− ≥ − −∫ .    (23) 
 
Let us examine inequality (23): ( )
0








−∫  is an unbounded function. Also, 




C f≡ ≥ , the only way for (23) to hold true is for ( 0) 0G ≥ .  
 
For cases where 2 ( ) ( )A B′−∞ − −∞  is finite, limit (22) is non-zero and thus solution (21c) 












.      (24) 
 
Note that in this case, the positivity of solution (24) is obvious. 
 
4.2.3 Case of x ∈ ℝ  
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+ − ≤ ≥∫
   (21c) 
 
which hold true under the conditions regarding behavior at infinity for ( )A x , ( )B x  that 
originate from Eqs. (15) and (22) respectively. 
 
We also note that the requirements for ( )I x  and ( )B x  stemming from the two solutions 






= −∞ ,  and        (25) 
 
( ) .B x B ct≡ =  or ( )B x → +∞  with ( )( )( ) exp 2 ( )B x O I x<  as x→ ±∞  (26) 
 
Actually, quantity ( )I x−  has the property of radial unboundedness, and thus it serves as a 
probability density potential ( )xψ  for the one-dimensional case (see sec. 3.2). 
 
If we are interested in finding solutions for x ∈ ℝ , we have to find the conditions under 
which solutions (11c) and (21c) hold true simultaneously. Since (11c) holds true for 
( 0) 0G ≤  while (21c) holds true for ( 0) 0G ≥  we conclude that: 
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d x d x
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,      (4a) 
 
that corresponds to the one-dimensional Itō SDE 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ); ; , ; , ;X t A X t t q X t t W tθ θ θ θ= +ɺ ,     (3a) 
 
has the unique solution ( )
x












,       (27) 
 







′ =  and C  the normalizing constant, 
under the conditions regarding the FPK coefficients 
 




= −∞          (25) 
 
ii. ( ) .B x B ct≡ =  or ( )B x → +∞  with ( )( )( ) exp 2 ( )B x O I x<  as x→ ±∞ . (26) 
 







4.3 Application to the one-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
 
Let us consider the one-dimensional SDE 
 
( ) ( ) ( ); ; ;X t a X t q W tθ θ θ= +ɺ .       (28) 
 
The drift and diffusion coefficients of the corresponding reduced FPK equation are 
 
( )A x a x= ,  2( ) 2 0B x q Bν= ≡ > .            (29a,b) 
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I x dx x dx x x
B x B B q ν
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f x C x
q ν
  = −   
,        (32) 
 








σ = = ,          (33) 
 
where a  and q  are the coefficients in SDE (28) and ν  is the long time intensity of the white 
noise excitation in SDE (28). This result is validated by Gardiner (2004) par. 3.8.4 where the 
full FPK equation for the one-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is solved, using the 
method of characteristics.  
 
4.4 Application to the one-dimensional cubic half oscillator 
 
Let us consider the one-dimensional SDE 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 31 2 3; ; ; ; ;X t X t X t X t q W tθ µ θ µ θ µ θ θ= + + +ɺ .   (34) 
 




( )A x x x xµ µ µ= + + ,  2( ) 2 0B x q Bν= ≡ > .         (35a,b) 
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0µ < .           (37) 
 
And finally, the steady-state response probability density function for SDE (34) is given as 
 









  = − + +    








µ  and q  are the coefficients in SDE (28) and ν  is the long time intensity of 
the white noise excitation in SDE (34). 
 
In Fig. 1 we present the steady-state response probability density functions for the case of 
cubic half oscillator with 
3
1µ = −  and different values of 
1
µ  and 
2
µ . We observe that the 
presence of positive 
1
µ  and zero 
2
µ  results in a symmetric two-peaked density, while the 
presence of non-zero 
2
µ  results in a loss of symmetry of the density function. 
 
Figure 1: Steady-state response probability density functions for the case of cubic half oscillator with 
3
1µ = −  and different values for 
1







4.5 The multidimensional case. (based on Gardiner (2004) sec. 5.3.3) 
 
As we have discussed in the introductory paragraph 4.1, an N−dimensional SDE system 
should have an invertible diffusion matrix ( )Β x  in order to be investigated for attaining a 
steady-state solution under the zero probability flow assumption. Thus, by noting the 
invertible matrix of ( )Β x  as 1 ( )−Β x , the N  equations (2) replacing FPK equation under 
( ) 0=G x  are written as 
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.        (42) 
 
Eq. (42) is meaningful (and thus solvable with regard to ( )ψ x ) only if vector field 
( ), ;F A B x  is irrotational, a statement that leads to the following potential conditions 
 
( ), , ,  , 1 (1) ,  i
i
F F
i i N i
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ℓ ℓ ℓ .  (no summation over repeated indices)      (43) 
 
If potential conditions (43) are satisfied, the solution for ( )ψ x  is given by potential theory as 




( ) ( ) dψ = − ⋅∫x F χ χ
C
.                  (44a) 
 
Choosing now as C  a curve from 0  to x  that is piecewise parallel to each of the axes of the 
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   = −     
∑∫x … … .               (44b) 
 
Eq. (44b) gives a solution expression for probability potential ( )ψ x . As we have already 






x ,              (7b) of par. 3.2 
 
in order to be a legitimate probability density potential. 
 
Last, commenting on terminology, the above case illuminates the reason why scalar field 
( )ψ x  is called “potential”; ( )ψ x  bears its name for it is the solution of the potential 
problem (42). The peculiarity though is that scalar potential ( )ψ x  does not correspond to the 
vector field ( )G x  of probability flow, but the vector field ( )F x  defined above, which, 
unlike ( )G x , has no obvious interpretation, and arises only by setting ( ) 0=G x .  
 
 
4.6 Application to multivariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with invertible diffusion 
matrix ( )Β x  
 
Let us consider the stochastic dynamical system 
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= =
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The drift and diffusion coefficients of its respective FPK equation are 
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By using expression (47) let us specify potential conditions (43) for the current example 
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− −
= ∀ = ⇒
ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ  
 




ℓ ℓ .      (48) 
 
Thus, potential conditions correspond to a symmetry requirement for the matrix 1−=C B A .  





( ) , , , , 0 , , 0
ix
N
i i i i
i N i
F x x dψ χ χ
−
= −
   = −     
∑∫x … … .              (44b) 
We have thus to calculate the integrals 
1 1
0
, , , , 0, , 0
ix
i i i i
N i
F x x dχ χ
−
−
       
∫ … …  using Eq. (46): 
 
1:i =  ( )
1 1
1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1
0 0
, 0 , , 0 2
x x
k k
F d B A d C xχ χ χ χ
−
= =∫ ∫… ,            (49a) 
 
2 :i =  ( ) ( )
2 2
2 1 2 2 21 1 22 2 2
0 0
, , 0 , , 0 2 2
x x
F x d C x C dχ χ χ χ= + =∫ ∫…  
2
21 1 2 22 2
2C x x C x= + ,              (49b) 
 







, , , , 0, , 0 2 2
i ix x i
i i i i i j j i i i i
jN i




       = + =        








i j j i i i i
j
C x x C x
−
=
= +∑ .            (49c) 
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   = − =    
 
 
















i j j i i i i
i j i
C x x C x
−
= = =
= − −∑∑ ∑ ,      (50) 
 
and using the symmetry property of matrix C  that comes from the potential conditions (48), 
we finally have 
 
1
1 1 1 1 1
( )
N N N N N
i j j i i k k j j i
i j i j k
C x x B A x xψ
−
= = = = =
   = − ≡ −     
∑∑ ∑∑∑x .   (51) 
 
Eq. (51) is the solution expression for probability potential ( )ψ x . It is obvious that, for 
expression (51) to comply with behavior at limit shown in Eq. (7b) of par. 3.2, and thus to be 
a legitimate probability density potential, all diagonal elements 1
i i i k k i
C B A
−
=  should be 
strictly negative.  
 
We thus conclude that, an N−dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, with invertible 
diffusion matrix B , obtains a steady state solution, under the assumption of zero probability 
flow, if matrix 1−=C B A  (with A  being the N N×  matrix defined in Eq. (16a)) is 
symmetric and all its diagonal elements are strictly negative. Under the previous conditions, 




( ) exp ( ) exp
N N N
i k k j j i
i j k
f C C B A x xψ
−
= = =
    = − =         
∑∑∑x x x    (52) 
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   Chapter  5 
 
Stationary solutions to stochastic systems 
without the assumption of vanishing probability flow. 





5.1 Description of the proposed solving technique 
 
Clearly, the previously examined class of systems, that admit a stationary response probability 
density under zero probability flow, is quite restrictive. Nevertheless, we can exploit the class 
of systems with vanishing probability flow for solving the FPK equation of more general 
systems, by assuming that only one part of the probability flow of the system is vanishing. 
 












,            (1) 
 
as well as the definition of probability flow vector field ( )G x  with regard to potential ( )ψ x  
(see Eq. (9), par. 3.3) 
 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) exp ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) , 1 (1)
2
i j
i i i j
j j
BC




 ∂ ∂ = − − + = ∂ ∂  
x x
x x x x .   (2) 
 
In the previous chapter, we sought solutions under vanishing probability flow; ( ) 0=G x . In 
the present chapter however, we split the probability flow into two vector fields 
 
(1) ( 2)( ) ( ) ( ) , 1 (1)
i i i
G G G i N= + =x x x ,        (3) 
 
with only probability flow (1) ( )
i
G x  being vanishing 
 
(1) ( ) 0 , 1 (1)
i
G i N= =x ,          (4) 
 
while ( 2 ) ( )
i
G x  shall be the residual (non-vanishing) probability flow. A similar introduction 
to splitting technique can be found in Cai & Lin (1988) (1). Subsequently, the way of 
performing the aforementioned probability flow split has to be determined. 
                                               




Following the general trend in literature, illustrated in Cai & Lin (1988), splitting (3) is 
performed on drift and diffusion coefficients  
 
(1) ( 2)( ) ( ) ( ) , 1 (1)
i i i
A A A i N= + =x x x ,      (5a) 
 
(1) ( 2)( ) ( ) ( ) , , 1 (1)i j i j i jB B B i j N= + =x x x ,     (5b) 
 
while field ( )ψ x  remains intact in both (1) ( )G x  and ( 2 ) ( )G x . Thus, it is obvious that, by 
using definition relation (2), we obtain the following definition relations for (1) ( )G x  and 





( ) ( )
( ) exp ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) , 1 (1)
2
i j
i i i j
j j
BC




 ∂ ∂ = − − + = ∂ ∂  
x x




( 2 ) ( 2) ( 2)
( ) ( )
( ) exp ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) , 1 (1)
2
i j
i i i j
j j
BC




 ∂ ∂ = − − + = ∂ ∂  
x x
x x x x (6b) 
 
By substituting expression (6a) into vanishing probability flow equation (4) we obtain the 
















x x .      (7) 
 
Eqs. (7) are similar to Eqs. (2) of par. 4.1 that refer to the vanishing probability flow systems. 
The difference between the two groups of equations is that Eqs. (7) employ the parts 
(1) ( )iA x , 
(1) ( )i jB x  of drift and diffusion coefficients, while Eqs. (2) of par. 4.1 employ the 
whole coefficients ( )
i
A x , ( )i jB x .  
 
The N  Eqs. (7) regarding ( )ψ x  were derived from Eqs. (4) that govern the vanishing 
probability flow part. We shall now derive an additional equation for ( )ψ x  from the residual 
probability part, by substituting Eqs. (4) into FPK Eq. (1) 
 

























































 ∂ ∂ − + ∂ ∂  
 ∂∂ ∂ + − − 
∂ ∂ ∂  
 ∂∂ ∂ − − = 







     (8) 
 
Let us now observe Eq. (8). It is much more complicated than the simple form of Eqs. (7) 
derived from the vanishing probability flow part. A way of obtaining a simpler form for Eq. 
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(8) is to split only the drift coefficients ( )
i
A x  and not the diffusion coefficients ( )i jB x . 
This is the case of splitting performed in works that employ the detailed balance argument 
e.g. Yong & Lin (1987), Lin & Cai (1988), Bezen & Klebaner (1996), Gardiner (2004) par. 
5.3.5, Sun (2006) par. 6.6.6. By splitting only ( )
i
A x ’s, ( 2 ) ( )i jB x ’s are necessary null, and 
















x .         (9) 
 
However, in the present work we shall consider splitting of both drift and diffusion 

















x      (10) 
 
are sufficient for Eq. (8) to hold true. So, we restrict ourselves in finding the solutions of Eq. 
(8) that also satisfy Eqs. (9) and (10). Along with Eqs. (7), we have thus 
 
















































x ,         (9) 
 
instead of solving the reduced FPK equation with regard to ( )ψ x  (see Eq. (8) of par. 3.3). 
 
The solution procedure, that we propose here, is to try to construct an invertible matrix 
(1) ( )B x , so that Eqs. (7) will constitute a potential subproblem, whose solution ( )ψ x  is 
given analytically in par. 4.3 of the present work. Having thus an expression for ( )ψ x  in 
terms of the functions (1) ( )iA x , 
(1) ( )i jB x , we can then substitute it into Eqs. (9) and (10). 
After this substitution, the only unknown quantities in Eqs. (9), (10) will be the split 
coefficients (1) ( )iA x , 
(1) ( )i jB x  which can be determined if Eqs. (9), (10) can be solved 
somehow. Having (1) ( )iA x , 
(1) ( )i jB x  determined, we can substitute them into the expression 
for ( )ψ x  and thus have a stationary probability potential for the system. 
 
Note that this general solution sketch will be specified further into certain steps for the 
particular families of SDEs systems that we will investigate later. Nevertheless, the argument 
to be underlined at this particular point is that this solution procedure is based heavily on the 
splitting of diffusion matrix ( )B x  and the determination of an expression for ( )ψ x  in terms 
of the split coefficients at an early stage of the solution procedure. These two points make this 
solution procedure to differ substantially from the existing splitting techniques found in the 
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literature. Even in Cai & Lin (1988) and To (2001) ch. 3, where splitting of ( )i jB x ’s is also 
performed, their splitting does not result in an invertible (1) ( )B x , so the argument of finding 
a potential solution for subproblem (7) cannot be used in their methodology. 
 
 
5.2 Non-linear oscillators under additive white noise excitation  
 
A large class of interesting SDEs systems is modeled as  
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ); ; , ; ;X t h X t X t qW tθ θ θ θ+ =ɺɺ ɺ ,               (11a) 
 
which is a non-linear oscillator additively excited by white noise ( );W t θ . 
 
By introducing the response vector ( ) ( ) ( ); ; ;t X t X tθ θ θ =   X
ɺ , Eq. (11a) is written in 
state space as the following system of first order equations 
 
( ) ( )




; ; , ; ;
X t X t
X t h X t X t qW t
θ θ
θ θ θ θ
  =  
 
 = − +   
ɺ
ɺ
,              (11b) 
 
and thus for system (11b) we have the drift coefficients 
1 2
( )A x=x , ( )2 1 2( ) ,A h x x= −x  
and the diffusion coefficients 
11 12
( ) ( ) 0B B= =x x , 2
22 22
( ) 2B q Bν= ≡x . 
 
Let us now consider the following splitting of matrix ( )B x : 
 












B x   and  
( )(1)11 1 2( 2) , 0( )
0 0
B x x −
 =  
  
B x ,  (12) 
 










 =  
  
A x  and 














A x . (2) (13) 
 
The advantages of splitting (12)-(13) are two. The first one is that we have obtained a matrix 
(1) ( )B x  that is easily invertible, since it is a diagonal one. Thus, Eqs. (7) admit a potential 
solution ( )ψ x  that can be easily found.  
 
                                               
(2) Note that splitting (12)-(13) is identical to the splitting of drift coefficients proposed by Cai & Lin (1988), 
but it differs essentially from the splitting of diffusion coefficients considered in the same paper. Cai & Lin 
(1988) propose the splitting of matrix ( )B x  into 
 













B x   and  









B x .               (12′ ) 
 
Such a splitting is not preferred in the present work, since it leads to a non-invertible matrix 
(1)
( )B x . 
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The second advantage of splitting (12)-(13) can be demonstrated by expressing the system of 





















x x:  
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( ) ( )(1)1 2 11 1 2
1 1


























x x:  
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,              (14b) 
 


































( ) ( )(1)1 2 11 1 2
1 1





,               (15a) 
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( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
(1)


















− − − +
∂ ∂ ∂
∂
 + + =   ∂
  (16) 
 
By observation of the above equations, we can see that Eq. (15a) is identical to Eq. (14a) and 
Eq. (15b) is satisfied automatically. Thus, by splitting (12)-(13), the additional equations (10), 
that arise from the fact that diffusion coefficients are also split, are automatically satisfied, 




( ) ( )(1)1 2 11 1 2
1 1





                 (14a) 
 
( )










                (14b) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
(1)


















− − − +
∂ ∂ ∂
∂
 + + =   ∂
  (16) 
 
The proposed way of solving the system (14a,b) + (16) is the following; Eqs. (14a,b) 
constitute a potential problem. The satisfaction of its potential condition will establish a 
relation between the undefined functions ( )(1)11 1 2,B x x , ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x . Thus, by solving Eqs. 
(14a,b), we shall obtain an expression for ( )1 2,x xψ  with regard to the undefined function 
( )(1)2 1 2,A x x ; ( )(1)1 2 2, ;x x Aψ . Last, by substituting expression ( )(1)1 2 2, ;x x Aψ  into the 
remaining Eq. (16), we shall obtain an equation whose only unknown will be ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x . If 
we can provide this equation with a solution, then we have defined the undetermined function 
( )(1)2 1 2,A x x . By substituting this solution into expression ( )(1)1 2 2, ;x x Aψ , we have a 
probability potential ( )1 2,x xψ  that satisfies the reduced FPK equation of the oscillator.  
 
Let us now consider solving the potential problem (14a,b). Firstly, we formulate the potential 
condition 
 
( ) ( )2 (1) (1)2 2 11 1 2 2 1 2
2 1 1 2 2 1 122Eq. (14a) Eq. (14b)
ln , ,( ) ( ) 2B x x A x x
x x x x x x xB
ψ ψ ∂ ∂∂ ∂
= ⇒ = − ⇒




( ) ( )(1) (1)11 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
22
2
ln , , ( ) ( )B x x A x x dx C x C x
B
= − + +∫ , 
and by defining  
( ) ( )(1) (1)2 1 2 2 1 2 2, ,I x x A x x dx= ∫ ,       (17) 
 
 we obtain the expression for ( )(1)11 1 2,B x x : 
 
( ) ( )(1) (1)11 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
22
2
ln , , ( ) ( )B x x I x x C x C x
B
= − + + .    (18) 
 
Under potential condition (18) and definition relation (17), Eqs. (14a,b) are expressed as 
 















( ) ( )(1)1 2 2 1 2
2 222





.                (19b) 
 
The solution of Eqs. (19a,b) is obviously 
 
( ) ( )
( )
(1)
1 2 2 1 2 1 1
22
(1)
2 1 2 2 1 1
22
2
, , ( )
2
, ( ).
x x I x x C x
B
A x x dx C x
B
ψ = − + ≡
≡ − +∫
              (20) 
 
We have thus obtained expression (20) for potential ( )1 2,x xψ  in terms of the unknown 
function ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x , its integral ( )(1)2 1 2,I x x  and another undetermined function 1 1( )C x . 
By substituting solution (20) into the remaining Eq. (16) we obtain an equation with regard to 
split coefficient ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x  and its integral ( )(1)2 1 2,I x x : 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
(1) (1)
1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2










h x x A x x I x x
x x C x
x x xB
I x x
h x x A x x
xB
∂ ∂ ∂
′− − + − −
∂ ∂ ∂
∂
 − + =   ∂
  (21) 
 
As we have already mentioned, we would like to solve Eq. (21) with regard to split coefficient 
( )(1)2 1 2,A x x . However, since Eq. (21) is difficult to be solved, at first we split it into the 
following two equations. The practice of splitting equations is not present in the literature 
where splitting of FPK coefficients is employed but it can be found in the works on exact 
stationary solutions of Sun (2006) par. 6.6.2, 6.6.5, Wang & Yasuda (2000) and Wang & 
Zhang (2000). Eq. (21) is split thus using the notion of a splitting function ( )1 2,s x x : 
 
( ) ( )
( )
(1)






























s x x x x C x
xB
I x x
h x x A x x
xB
∂
′− + − −
∂
∂
 − + =   ∂
            (22b) 
 
and then we restrict ourselves to the case of  
 
( )1 2, 0s x x = .          (23) 
 
Such a choice for the splitting function ( )1 2,s x x  is also made by Sun (2006) par. 6.6.2, and 




( ) ( )(1)2 1 2 1 2
2 2





                 (24a) 
 
( )















x x C x
xB
I x x






 − + =   ∂
            (24b) 
 
Furthermore, Eq. (24a) can be solved easily regarding ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x  as 
 




( )xα  being an undetermined function.  
 
► Interpretation of splitting Eq. (21) into Eqs. (24a,b). Since we know from Eqs. (5a) and 
(13) that  
 
( ) ( ) ( )(1) ( 2)2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2, , ,A x x A x x h x x+ = − ,               (25b) 
 
and by comparing Eq. (25b) to Eq. (25a), we can state that the choice ( )1 2, 0s x x =  in 
splitting Eq. (21) results in restricting split coefficient ( )( 2)2 1 2,A x x  to be a function of 1x  
only, namely 
1
( )xα− . 
 
We also observe that, in works employing split coefficients, e.g. Yong & Lin (1987) and Cai 
& Lin (1988), in all the cases of oscillators they solve, coefficient ( 2 )2A  is chosen to be a 
function of 
1
x  only. Thus, at this point, a correspondence between the two methodologies 
(equation splitting as in Sun (2006) par. 6.6.2, 6.6.5 and FPK coefficients splitting as in Cai & 
Lin 1988) is established. 
 
Another comment we could make at this point is that, as we will see in all cases of stochastic 
oscillators (under additive white noise excitation, under 
1
x −parametric white noise 
excitation and under general ( )1 2,x x −parametric white noise excitation), the now 
undetermined function 
1
( )xα  will be proven to be the restoring term of the oscillator. So, 
(1)
2A  is identified as the damping and 
( 2)
2A  as the restoring term of the oscillator, justifying 
thus the names “irreversible” and “reversible”, that they obtain respectively, under the 
detailed balance argument. ◄ 
 
From Eq. (25a) we can also calculate the related quantities 
 





















( ) ( )
(1)
2 1 2 (1)
2 1 2 1 2 1
2
,
, , ( )
I x x




= = − +
∂
.              (26c) 
 





2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1
122 22
2
1 1 2 1
22 22
2 2
, ( ) ( )
2 2
( ) , ( ) 0.
x h x x dx x x x C x
xB B









  (27) 
 
Let us now observe Eq. (27); all its terms except for those including oscillator’s characteristic 
( )1 2,h x x  consist of a power of 2x  multiplied by a function of 1x  only. 
 
Thus, we consider the case of ( )1 2,h x x  being also a polynomial with respect to 2x  
 
( )1 2 0 1 2 1
1





h x x h x x h x
=
= +∑ .       (28) 
 
Form (28) is suitable for an oscillator, since 
0 1
( )h x  represents the restoring term (function of 
displacement DOF 
1




x h x  are the N  damping terms, which are specified as 









1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
2
1 2 1 1 0 1 2
12
1 2 1 2
3 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
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x h x x x h x C x x
x h x x h x x
h x







   ′− + − +   




            (29a) 
 
which is a polynomial with respect to 
2
x .  
 





1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
2
1 2 1 1 0 1 2
2
2 1
1 2 1 2
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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   ′− + − +   
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1 1 2 2 2
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− − + +
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   ′− + − +   
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2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0
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x h x x
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x h x C x
x h x x h x
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′ ′ + − = 
 
 ′ 
 − = = 
 − 
 
 ′ = 
 
 
 ′ =   
,     (30) 
 
that involve only the DOF 
1
x . Thus, we conclude that, by using the present technique, we can 
consider oscillators whose restoring term 
0 1
( )h x  can be a general function but their damping 












∑ . Such a remark 
with respect to ( )1 2,h x x  is also verified by the existing literature of the field (see e.g. Cai & 






h x  of the oscillator are considered given, the first two of Eqs. (30) 
should be solved with regard to the unknown quantities 
1
( )xα , 
1 1
( )C x , while the rest of 




h x ’s of the oscillator. From the first of Eqs. (30) we 
obtain 
 
( )21 0 1 1 1 0 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) 0 ( ) ( ) ( ) 0x h x x x h x xα α α α− = ⇒ − = , 
 
and thus we have the two solutions  
 
1
( ) 0xα = ,  
1 0 1
( ) ( )x h xα = .             (31a,b) 
 
At this point, let us recall the meaning of function 
1
( )xα  by using Eqs. (25a,b); function 
1








5.2.1 The additively excited stochastic half oscillator 
 
Firstly, let us examine the case of 
1
( ) 0xα = , which means that no splitting of coefficient 
( )2 1 2,A x x  is considered. 
 
By substituting solution (31a) into the rest of Eqs. (30), we obtain 
 
1 1 1 1 1
( ) 0 ( )C x C x C′ = ⇒ = ,        (32) 
 




h x  
 
1 1
( ) 0 ( ) , 0 (1)
i i i
h x h x h i N′ = ⇒ = = .      (33) 
 
Thus, by substituting Eqs. (32), (33) into the probability potential expression (20), we have 
 
( ) ( )
( )
Eq. (28)
1 2 1 2 2 1 1
22
Eqs. (32), (33)
1 2 0 1 2 1 2 2 1 1
22 22 1
2
, , ( )
2 2





x x h x x dx C x
B



























∑ .      (34) 
 
For (34) to be a legitimate expression of a probability potential (radially unbounded function) 
the following should hold true 
 
• N is an odd number  
• 0
N
h >  
• 
1
0C = . 
 
The above restrictions lead to the following form of oscillator 
 













+ + = > ∈∑ɺɺ ɺ ℕ .            (35a) 
 
Since DOF ( );X t θ  does not appear in (35a), this SDE is in fact the half oscillator 
 













+ = > ∈∑ɺ ℕ ,             (35b) 
 




















   = − = −  +  
∑ ,    (36) 
 




It has to be noted that, half oscillator (35b), with its stationary response probability density 
identified as (36), is in accordance with the results of par. 4.2, where the one-dimensional 
SDE has been investigated thoroughly. 
 
 
5.2.2 The additively excited stochastic oscillator 
 
Examining now the case of Eq. (31b); 
1 0 1
( ) ( )x h xα = , we return to the rest of Eqs. (30): 
 
22
1 1 1 1 1
1 2 1 1 0 1
2 1
1 1
( ) ( ) ( ) 0
2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0
( )





x h x C x
x h x x h x
h x








 ′− = 
 
 




 − = = 











 ′ = 
 
 
 ′ =  
        (37a,b) 
 
The first of Eqs. (37a) can be solved with regard to 
1 1




1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
22
2
( ) ( ) ( ) 0 ( ) ( ) ( )
2
B
x h x C x C x h x h x
B
α ′ ′− = ⇒ = ⇒  
1 1 0 1 1 1 1
22
2
( ) ( ) ( )C x h x h x dx
B
= ∫ .       (38) 
 
From the second of Eqs. (37a) we obtain the restriction 
 
Eq. (31b)
1 2 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0 ( ) ( ) ( )x h x x h x x h x h xα α α′ ′ ′+ − = ⇒ + 0 1( )h x′− 0= ⇒
2 1
( ) 0h x = .           (39) 
 
Furthermore, by writing the last of Eqs. (37a) for 4i = : 
 
Eq. (31b) Eq. (39)
2 1 2 1
1 4 1 4 1 4 1
0 1
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 0 ( ) ( ) 0
3 3 ( )
h x h x




− = ⇒ = ⇒ = ,             (40) 
 









h x = , for i  even.                    (41) 
 




h x  for even i  are zero, we can assume that N  (the number of 
damping terms) is odd, without loss of generality. 
 
On the other hand, using the last of Eqs, (37a) for odd i , we also obtain 
 
( )
2 1 0 1 1
( ) 1 ( ) ( ) , 3 ( 2 )
i i
h x i h x h x i N
−
′ = − = ,              (42a) 
 
and after performing a change in index 2j i= − , relation (42a) is written as 
 
( ) ( )
1 0 1 2 1
( ) 1 ( ) ( ) , 1 ( 2) 2j jh x j h x h x j N+′ = + = − .             (42b) 
 









′ =           (43) 
 




( ) 0 ( )
N N N






h x , which is the term multiplying the highest power of 
2
x , is not a function 
but a constant.  
 




h x , we can apply relation (42b) recursively as follows;  
 
( ) ( )
Eq.(44)
2 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 1
Eq. (42b) , 2
( ) 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 ( )
N N N N
j N
h x N h x h x h x N h x h
− −
= −
′ ′= − ⇒ = − ⇒
 
( )2 1 2 0 1 1( ) 1 ( )N N Nh x h N h h x dx− −= + − ∫                (45a) 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
Eq.(45a)
4 1 0 1 2 1
4 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
Eq. (42b) , 4
( ) 3 ( ) ( )




h x N h x h x




′ = − ⇒




4 1 4 2 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 1
( ) 3 ( )
1 3 ( ) ( )
N N N
N
h x h N h h x dx
N N h h x h x dx dx
− − −
= + − +







4 1 4 2 0 1 1
2
0 1 1
( ) 3 ( )




h x h N h h x dx
h
N N h x dx
− − −
= + − +
 + − −   
∫
∫




( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
Eq.(45b)
6 1 0 1 4 1
6 1 4 0 1
2 0 1 0 1 1
2
0 1 0 1 1
Eq. (42b) , 6
( ) 5 ( ) ( )
( ) 5 ( )
3 5 ( ) ( )







h x N h x h x
h x N h h x
N N h h x h x dx
h





′ = − ⇒
′ = − +
+ − − +







( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
6 1 6 4 0 1 1
2 0 1 0 1 1 1
2
0 1 0 1 1 1
( ) 5 ( )
3 5 ( ) ( )





h x h N h h x dx
N N h h x h x dx dx
h
N N N h x h x dx dx
− − −
−
= + − +
+ − − +







( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )






( ) 5 ( )
3 5 ( )
2





h x h N h h x dx
h
N N h x dx
h
N N N h x dx
− − −
−
= + − +
 + − − +  




            (45c) 
 











1 2 ( ) , 1 (1) .
! 2
N i N i












     −  + + − =         −  
∑ ∏ ∫
    (45d) 
 









1 2 ( ) , 1 (1) ,
! 2

















  (45e) 
 






= −  in expression (45e), we obtain 
 
( )








































h x ’s have been also determined by Wang & 
Zhang (2000). Moreover, by Eq. (46) we see that the non-conservative (damping) forces 
depend on the first integral of the conservative (restoring) forces. Such systems are called 
generalized energy-dependent (G.E.D.) (see Zhu 1990). 
 
Since it will be needed, we also calculate 
1 1






1 1 1 0 1 1
11
2






















Substituting now Eqs. (28), (31b), (38) into the probability potential expression (20), as well 








2 1 1 2 11
1 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 1
22 22 220
( )2 2 2






x x x x h x h x dx


















2 1 1 2 11
1 2 2 2
22 22 0























x x x x
N nB B
h h x dx
B
h


























At this point we should check for the conditions under which expression (42) is a legitimate 














  → +∞  ∫  for 1x → ±∞ .     (50) 
 
Clearly, in any case of 
0 1
( )h x  being an polynomial of 
1
x , which are the most common form 
of restoring terms in oscillators, Eq. (44) holds true if the highest power of 
1
x  in 
0 1
( )h x  is 
odd, and is multiplied by a strictly positive coefficient.  
 
Thus, we consider an oscillator  
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )







; ; ; ;







X t h X t h X t X t
h X t qW t N











  (51) 
 
under the restrictions (46), (49), (50): 
 
( )

















































  → +∞  ∫  for 1x → ±∞ .      (50) 
 
Its stationary response probability density function is given by Eq. (42) as  
 









2 1 1 2 11






















f x x C x x
h h x































          
           (45) 
 
with C  being the normalization constant. 
 
 
5.2.3 Examples of non-linear oscillators under additive white noise excitation and their 
exact stationary response probability density functions. 
 
Clearly, in the previous paragraph we came up with the general form (51) of additively 
excited oscillators whose exact stationary response probability density function can be found 
in form (45), using the splitting method. In the present paragraph we will compile a list of 
specific oscillators that fall into the category of form (51) along with their stationary response 
probability density functions. The solutions that we will give will be validated by works 
among the existing literature. 
 
1. Oscillator with linear damping and general restoring under additive white noise 
excitation 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )1 0; ; ; ;X t h X t h X t qW tθ θ θ θ+ + =ɺɺ ɺ                     (i) 
 
has the stationary response probability density function 
 
( ) 1 21 2 2 0 1 1
22
2 1
, exp ( )
2
h
f x x C x h x dx
B
   = − +     
∫x ,                  (ii) 
 
under the restriction 
0 1 1
( )h x dx → +∞∫  for 1x → ±∞  (Eq. 50 for 1N = ). This result 
is verified by Cai & Lin (1988). 
 
2. Duffing oscillator under additive white noise excitation 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )31 01 03; ; ; ; ;X t h X t h X t h X t qW tθ θ θ θ θ+ + + =ɺɺ ɺ                (iii) 
 
is a special case of oscillator (i) with restoring term 3
0 1 01 1 03 1
( )h x h x h x= +  and has the 










f x x C x h x h x
B
   = − + +     
x
,                 (iv) 
 
under the restrictions 
1 03
, 0h h > . This result is verified by Bezen & Klebaner (1996).  
 
3. Oscillator with specific cubic damping and general restoring under additive white noise 
excitation 
 




; ; ; ; ; ;
;
X t h X t h X t X t h X t X t
qW t
θ θ θ θ θ θ
θ
+ + + =
=
ɺɺ ɺ ɺ
            (v) 
 
Under restrictions (46), (49), oscillator (48a) is specified to 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( )
3
0 3 0 1 1 3
; ; 2 ; ; ;
;
X t h X t h h X t dx h X t h X t
qW t
θ θ θ θ θ
θ
 + + + + =  
=
∫ɺɺ ɺ ɺ       (vi) 
 




2 3 0 1 1 2
1 2
22




( ) 2 ( ) ( )
h h
x h h x dx x
f x x C
B
h h x dx h h x h x dx dx




  (vii) 
 
under the restriction 
2
0 1 1
( )h x dx
  → +∞  ∫  for 1x → ±∞  (Eq. 50 for 2N = ). 
 
Note that if we set 
3
0h =  in Eqs. (vi), (vii) we obtain again the case 1 of an oscillator with 
linear damping and general restoring under additive white noise excitation. 
 
4. Oscillator of the previous class 3 with 
0 1 1
( )h x x=  (Rayleigh-van der Pol oscillator) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 33 1 3; ; ; ; ; ;X t X t h X t h X t h X t qW tθ θ θ θ θ θ+ + + + =ɺɺ ɺ ɺ ,            (viii) 
 
has the stationary response probability density function 
 






f x x C x h x x h x h x x
B
    = − + + + +      
x
 
( ) ( )
2
3 2 2 2 2






C x x h x x
B
    = − + + +      
                (ix) 
 
under the restriction 
3
0h > . 
 
Oscillator (viii) can be rewritten as 
 




Comparing now oscillator form (x), with the form of Rayleigh oscillator 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2; ; 1 ; ; ;X t h X t X t X t qW tθ θ θ θ θ+ − + =ɺɺ ɺ ɺ                 (xi) 
 
and van der Pol oscillator 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2; ; 1 ; ; ;X t h X t X t X t qW tθ θ θ θ θ+ − + =ɺɺ ɺ ,               (xii) 
 
we can see that oscillator (x) incorporates the features of both oscillators (xi), (xii), and thus 
we may call it the Rayleigh-van der Pol oscillator. Note that under the proposed solving 
technique, steady state of oscillators (xi), (xii) cannot be determined. 
 
In Fig. 1, we present the steady-state response probability density functions for the additively 
excited Duffing and case 4 oscillators for different values of their coefficients. These results 
are validated by Bezen & Klebaner (1996). 
 
 
Figure 1: Steady state response probability density functions for the additively excited Duffing and 
Rayleigh-van der Pol oscillators for different values of their coefficients. 
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5.3 Non-linear oscillators under parametric white noise excitation with regard to the 
displacement DOF 
 
An easy extension of the previous class of additively excited random oscillators (11a) are the 
SDEs of the form 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
1
; ; , ; ; ;
L
X t h X t X t q X t W tθ θ θ θ θ
=
+ =∑ ℓ ℓ
ℓ
ɺɺ ɺ .             (51a) 
 
We observe that the excitation term in oscillator (51a) is a sum of L  independent white noises 
( );W t θℓ , each one of which is multiplied by a q ℓ , which is a function of displacement 
( );X t θ  only. Such oscillators are called parametrically excited with regard to the 
displacement DOF (
1
x −parametrically excited oscillators).  
 
As in par. 5.2, by introducing vector ( ) ( ) ( ); ; ;t X t X tθ θ θ =   X
ɺ , Eq. (51a) is written as 
the following system of first order equations 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
1 2
2 1 2 1
1
; ;
; ; , ; ; ;
L
X t X t
X t h X t X t q X t W t
θ θ
θ θ θ θ θ
=
  =     





,            (51b) 
 
and thus for system (51b) we have drift coefficients 
1 2
( )A x=x , ( )2 1 2( ) ,A h x x= −x  and 
diffusion coefficients 
11 12
( ) ( ) 0B B= =x x , 2
22 1 22 1
1
( ) 2 ( ) ( )
L
B q x B xν
=




The first characteristic of SDEs system (51b), that makes it a straightforward extension of 
additively-excited systems (11b), is the fact that, since q
ℓ
’s are functions of 
1
x  only, the 
Wong-Zakai correction (for more on this correction, see Wong & Zakai 1965) regarding 
coefficient 
2









( ) ( ) since noises ;   are independent
L L q x





 = =   ∂
∑∑x
ℓ





















      (52) 
 
equals to zero. So, drift coefficients of SDEs system (51b) are the same with those of SDEs 
system (11b) that we have already been investigated. 
 
Thus, we consider the same splitting regarding matrix ( )B x : 
 












B x   and  
( )(1)11 1 2( 2) , 0( )
0 0
B x x −
 =  
  
B x  (53) 
 












 =  
  
A x  and 














A x .  (54) 
 
For splitting (53)-(54), Eqs. (7) + (10) + (9), that replace FPK equation, are written as 
 
( ) ( )(1)1 2 11 1 2
1 1





                 (55a) 
 










                 (55b) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
(1)


















− − − +
∂ ∂ ∂
∂
 + + =   ∂
  (56) 
 
The only difference between Eqs. (55a,b) + (56) and the respective Eqs. (14a,b) + (16) of the 
additively excited case of par. 5.2 is that, in the current case, 
22
B  is not a constant, but a 
function of 
1
x .  
 




( )(1)2 1 2(1)
11 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
22 1
,
ln , 2 ( ) ( )
( )
A x x
B x x dx C x C x
B x




( )C x , 
2 2





( )(1)2 1 2(1)






I x x dx
B x
= ∫ ,       (58) 
 
Eqs. (55a,b) are expressed as 
 











               (59a) 
 









.                 (59b) 
 




( ) ( )
( )
(1)













ψ = − + ≡
≡ − +∫
              (60) 
 
Under solution expression (60), Eq. (56) is written as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
(1) (1)
1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2









2 , , 0
h x x A x x I x x
x x C x
x x x
I x x
h x x A x x
x
∂ ∂ ∂
′− − + − −
∂ ∂ ∂
∂
 − + =   ∂
  (61) 
 
Eq. (61) is split into the two equations 
 
( ) ( )(1)2 1 2 1 2
2 2





  and               (62a) 
 
( )
( ) ( )
( )(1) (1)2 1 2 2 1 2(1)
2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
1 2
, ,
2 ( ) 2 , , 0
I x x I x x
x x C x h x x A x x
x x
∂ ∂
 ′− − + =  ∂ ∂
.   (62b) 
 
From Eq. (62a) we obtain an expression for ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x  
 
( ) ( )(1)2 1 2 1 2 1, , ( )A x x h x x xα= − + ,       (63) 
 
which is identical to the expression (25a) for ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x  in the additively excited case. 
 
Expression (63) for ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x  leads to an expression for ( )(1)2 1 2,I x x  also; 
 
( )
( )1 2 1(1)
2 1 2 2 2
22 1 22 1
, ( )
,
( ) ( )
h x x x
I x x dx x
B x B x
α
= − +∫ ,     (64) 
 





2 2 2 2 1 1




22 1 22 1
, ( ) 1
( )
2( ) ( )
, ( )
( ) 0.
( ) ( )
h x x x
x dx x x C x
x xB x B x
h x x x
x




   ∂ ∂   ′− + − +   ∂ ∂    
+ − =
∫
  (65) 
 
By assuming an ( )1 2,h x x  of the form 
 
( )1 2 0 1 2 1
1





h x x h x x h x
=
= +∑ ,       (66) 
 





0 1 1 2 12 2
2 2 2 2 1 1
22 1 22 1 22 11
2
0 1 1 1
1 1 2
22 1 22 1 22 11
( ) ( ) ( ) 1
( )
1 2( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 0.







h x h x x x
x dx x x C x
iB x B x B x
h x h x x
x x x







′ ′ ′              ′− − + − +        +       
















h x i N
B x
= =
ɶ ,       (68) 
 
Eq. (67) is simplified into 
 
2
0 1 2 12 2
2 1 2 2 1 1
22 1 22 11
2
0 1 1
1 1 1 2
22 1 22 11
( ) ( ) 1
( ) ( )
1 2( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) 0.








h x x x
x h x x x C x
iB x B x
h x x
x x h x x







′ ′       ′ ′− − + − +    +    





   (69a) 
 
Performing now the change of index 2j i= +  on the first sum appearing in Eq. (69a) 
 
2
0 1 2 12 2
2 2 1 2 2 1 1
22 1 22 13
2
0 1 1
1 1 1 2
22 1 22 11
( ) ( ) 1
( ) ( )
1 2( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) 0,








h x x x
x h x x x C x
jB x B x
h x x
x x h x x








′ ′       ′ ′− − + − +    −    





   (69b) 
 
we finally obtain 
 
( )21 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
22 1
1 0 1 2
1 2 1 2
22 1
2 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 2
3
1 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )






x h x x x h x C x x
B x
x h x
x h x x
B x
h x h x








  ′− + − +  
 ′  −     + + +       



















    (69c) 
 










1 0 1 1








( ) ( ) ( ) 0
1
( ) ( ) ( ) 0
2
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 0
( )
( )








x h x x
















  − =     ′− =     ′   −   + =     









.     (70) 
 




1 0 1 1 0 1
22 1 22 1
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 0 ( ) ( ) 0 0
( ) ( )
x x
x h x x h x
B x B x
α α
α α
  − = ⇒ − = =   
ɶ ɶ , 
 
and thus we have the two solutions  
 
1
( ) 0xα = ,  
1 22 1 0 1 0 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x B x h x h xα = =ɶ ,          (71a,b) 
 
which are identical to the respective solutions (31a,b) of par. 5.2. 
 
 
5.3.1 The y−parametrically (3) excited stochastic half oscillator 
 
Firstly, let us examine the case of 
1
( ) 0xα = . By substituting solution (71a) into the rest of 
Eqs. (70) we obtain 
 
1 1 1 1 1
( ) 0 ( )C x C x C′ = ⇒ = ,        (72) 
 
as well as the conditions 
 
0 1
0 1 0 22 1
22 1
( )
0 ( ) ( )
( )
h x
h x h B x
B x
′   = ⇒ =   
ɶ                (73a) 
 
Eq. (68)
1 1 1 22 1( ) 0 ( ) ( ) ( ) , 1 (1)i i i i ih x h x h h x h B x i N′ = ⇒ = ⇒ = =
ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ .           (73b) 
 
Thus, by substituting Eqs. (72), (73a,b) into the probability potential expression (60) we have 
 
( ) ( )
Eq. (66)
(1)
1 2 2 1 2 1 1, 2 , ( )x x I x x C xψ = − + ≡ ⇒  
                                               
(3) The reader would probably expect the expression “
1
x − parametrically excited”. However, since the half 
oscillator is by definition a system with only one DOF (denoted as x ), symbolism 
1
x  is not meaningful. As it 
will be shown in the analysis that follows, by y  here we denote a parameter that corresponds to a stochastic 






1 2 0 1 2 2 2 1 1
2 2 11
( ) ( )


















2 0 2 2 1
1















ɶ        (74) 
 
For (74) to be a legitimate expression of a probability potential (radially unbounded function) 
the following should hold true 
 
• N is an odd number  
• 0
N
h >ɶ  
• 
1
0C = . 
 
The above restrictions lead to the following form of oscillator 
 












X t h B X t X t q X t W t
h n










   (75a) 
 
We observe that in oscillator (75a), displacement DOF does not take part in the dynamics of 
the system. Thus, by renaming ( ) ( ); ;X t X tθ θ=ɺ  and ( ) ( ); ;X t Y tθ θ= ,  
 
Eq. (75a) can be expressed as the following generalized half oscillator 
 





; 2 ; ; ; ; ,






X t B Y t h X t q Y t W t
h n















( ) 2 ( )
L
B y q yν
=




 is the steady state intensity of ( );W t θℓ . 
 
















   = − = −  +  
∑
ɶ
,     (76) 
 
with C  being the normalization constant. 
 
Note that the probabilistic characteristics of the random function ( );Y t θ  or the deterministic 
functions ( )q y
ℓ
 are not present in density function (76). 
 




Clearly, half oscillator (75b) is a generalization of the additively excited half oscillator 





x −parametrically excited stochastic oscillator 
 
Lets us now examine the case of 
1 0 1
( ) ( )x h xα =  as a solution to the first Eqs. (70). In that 
case, the rest of Eqs. (30) are written as 
 







( ) ( ) ( ) 0
2
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 0
( )
( )































  ′ =  
 
 ′ =   
ɶ
ɶ
        (77a,b) 
 
The first of Eqs. (77) can be solved with regard to 
1 1
( )C x  as 
 
Eq. (71b)
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1
( ) ( ) ( ) 0 ( ) 2 ( ) ( )
2
x h x C x C x h x h xα ′ ′− = ⇒ = ⇒ɶ ɶ  
1 1 0 1 1 1 1
( ) 2 ( ) ( )C x h x h x dx= ∫ ɶ .        (78) 
 
We observe now that the rest of Eqs. (77a,b) are identical to the respective Eqs. (30) of the 
additively excited stochastic oscillators of par. 5.2. The only difference between the two sets 
of equations is that in the present, 
1
x −parametrically excited case, is that 
1 1 22 1
( ) ( ) ( )
i i




h x ’s in the equations.  
 
Thus, by recalling relations (41), (46), (49), (50) as well as solution (48) obtained in par. 5.3 
for the additively excited oscillators, we can express the respective relations for 
1
x −parametrically excited oscillators. 
 
We thus consider the 
1
x −parametrically excited stochastic oscillator 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )









; ; ; ; ;








X t h X t h X t B X t X t
h B X t X t q X t W t N
θ θ θ θ θ


















( ) 2 ( )
L
B x q xν
=




 is the steady state intensity of ( );W t θℓ . 
 






















































  → +∞  ∫  for 1x → ±∞ ,               (80c) 
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   
      (81) 
 
with C  being the normalization constant. 
 
We have to note that constraint (80a) is verified by Wang & Zhang (2000), and that the 
additively excited stochastic oscillator (51) examined in par. 5.2 is a special case of 
1
x −parametrically excited stochastic oscillator (79) for 
22 1
( ) ct.B x =  
 
Example: Solving and interpreting the non-linear 
1
x −parametrically excited oscillator 
that attains a Gaussian steady state response found by Yong & Lin (1987) 
 
One of the points highlighted in the paper of Yong & Lin (1987) is that the non-linear 
1
x −parametrically oscillator 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 20 1 2; ; ; 1 ; ; ;X t X t X t W t X t W tθ α β θ θ ω θ θ θ + + + + =  ɺɺ ɺ     (i) 
 













ν  are the steady state intensities of white noises ( )
1
;W t θ , ( )
2
;W t θ  respectively. 
 
The finding of such an oscillator is characterized by the authors of the aforementioned paper 
as “unexpected”, occurring due to “a suitable combination of parametric and external random 
excitations”. The purpose of the present example is to show that stochastic oscillator (i) is a 




First of all we write oscillator (i) in the form (79) 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )





; ; ; ;
; ; ; .
X t X t X t X t
X t W t W t
θ α β θ θ ω θ
ω θ θ θ
+ + + =
= − +
ɺɺ ɺ
   (iii) 
 
From the form (iii) we identify the oscillator characteristics as 
 
( ) ( )2 21 2 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 2 1, ( ) ( )h x x h x x h x x x xω α β= + = + + ,     (iv) 
 
4 2
22 1 1 0 1 2
( ) 2 2B x xν ω ν= + .          (v) 
 




1 1 4 2
22 1 1 0 1 2
( )
( )









ɶ ,        (vi) 
 





4 2 1 024 2














     + +        
= = =
      +  +       
ɶ .   (vii) 
 
Thus, oscillator (iii) is the simplest case of oscillator (79), with 1N = . If also 0β >  













  = = → +∞  ∫ ∫  for 1x → ±∞              (viii) 
 
holds true, solution (81) is written for the present case as 
 
( ) 21 2 1 2 1 0 1 1, exp 2 ( )f x x C h x h h x dx
 = − − =  ∫x ɶ ɶ  









 = − + 
  
,       (ix) 
 
which is the bivariate Gaussian probability density function, also calculated by Yong & Lin 
(1987). 
 
Thus, under the scope of the solution (81) for 
1
x −parametrically excited oscillators (79), the 
Gaussian response (ix) of oscillator (i) is not unexpected, but merely the application of the 
general solution (81) for 1N =  and 
1 1
( )h xɶ  constant.  
 
 
► Evaluation of the findings so far. Since, for both the additively excited case in par. 5.2 
and the 
1
x −parametrically excited case in par. 5.3 a common pattern has emerged, we shall 




Up to this point, we have investigated stochastic oscillators of the form 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )0
1
; ; ; , ; ; ;
L
d
X t h X t h X t X t q X t W tθ θ θ θ θ θ
=
+ + =∑ ℓ ℓ
ℓ
ɺɺ ɺ . (82) 
 
The three terms of oscillator (82) that determine its stationary response probability density 
function are 
 
• the restoring term 
0 1

















, which enters the FPK formulation 
as the diffusion coefficient 2
22 1 1
1
( ) 2 ( )
L
B x q xν
=
= ∑ ℓ ℓ
ℓ
. In the cases examined 
previously, diffusion coefficient 
22
B  was either constant or dependent on DOF of 
displacement 
1
x  only, but, in the next paragraph, the most general case of 
( )1 2,x x −dependence of 22B  will be considered. 
 
Clearly, for stochastic oscillator (82) to attain a steady state, 
0 1
( )h x , ( )1 2,dh x x  and 
22 1
( )B x  have to be related to one another. Additionally, since in many cases of stochastic 
oscillators arising from physical problems and engineering applications, nonlinearities are of 
polynomial form, we try to consider cases where 
0 1
( )h x , ( )1 2,dh x x  and 22 1( )B x  admit 
polynomial representations. 
 
By a posteriori speculation of the solution technique we employed, we comment that it is the 
quantity ( )1 2 22 1, ( )dh x x B x  (not ( )1 2,dh x x  alone) that was assumed as an N− th order 


















=∑ ɶ ,  oddN ,      (83) 
 
and thus it is obvious that the damping term ( )1 2,dh x x  is related to diffusion coefficient 
22 1
( )B x , that models the external excitation, as 
 
( )1 2 22 1 2 1
1





h x x B x x h x
=
= ∑ ɶ ,  oddN .     (84) 
 



















h x =ɶ ,   for  eveni ,       (86) 
 




h xɶ  for i  odd and i N<  are expressed as polynomials of the integral 
0 1 1
( )h x dx∫  of the restoring term, as relation (80a) dictates. As we have mentioned 
earlier, systems with such property are called generalized energy-dependent (G.E.D.) 
(see Zhu 1990). 
 








  → +∞  ∫  for 1x → ±∞ , a property satisfied by any 
0 1
( )h x  of polynomial form whose highest power is of odd order and is multiplied by 
a strictly positive coefficient. 
 
Relation (84), along with the restrictions mentioned in the bullets above, constitutes a 
balancing between excitation, restoring and damping forces that suffices for the system to 
attain a steady state. 
 
Obviously, the balancing described above is valid for systems under additively or 
1
x −parametrically excited, since these are the ones investigated so far. However, since 
relation (84) between the damping term and the diffusion coefficient is so conveniently 




5.4 Non-linear oscillators under general parametric white noise excitation. 
 
The most general form of oscillator under stochastic excitation is clearly 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
1
; ; , ; ; , ; ;
L
X t h X t X t q X t X t W tθ θ θ θ θ θ
=
+ =∑ ℓ ℓ
ℓ
ɺɺ ɺ ɺ .            (87a) 
 
We observe that the excitation term in oscillator (87a) is a sum of L  independent white noises 
( );W t θℓ , each one of which is multiplied by a q ℓ , which is a function of both displacement 
( );X t θ  and velocity ( );X t θɺ . Such oscillators are called ( )1 2,x x −parametrically excited, 
in contrast with the class of oscillators examined in sec. 5.3, in which q
ℓ
 were functions of 
displacement ( );X t θ  only. 
 
As in pars. 5.2 & 5.3, by introducing vector ( ) ( ) ( ); ; ;t X t X tθ θ θ =   X
ɺ , Eq. (87a) is 
written as the following system of first order equations 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
1 2
2 1 2 1 2
1
; ;
; ; , ; ; , ; ;
L
X t X t
X t h X t X t q X t X t W t
θ θ
θ θ θ θ θ θ
=




 = − + 
 









and thus for system (87b) we have drift coefficients 
1 2
( )A x=x , ( )2 1 2( ) ,A h x x= −x  and 
diffusion coefficients 
11 12




B x x q x xν
=






x −parametrically excited oscillators investigated in par. 5.3, the Wong-Zakai 
correction (for more on this correction, see Wong & Zakai 1965) of coefficient 
2












L L q x x











         [ ( );W t θℓ  are independent] 
( )


















   (88) 
 
is not zero in general. So, it holds true that ( ) ( ) ( )W-- Z2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2, , ,A x x h x x A x x= − + . 
 

















B x   and  
( )(1)11 1 2( 2) , 0( )
0 0
B x x −
 =  
  
B x  (89) 
 
and the following splitting regarding vector ( )A x : 
 
( ) ( )
(1)
(1) W -- Z
2 1 2 2 1 2
0
( )
, ,A x x A x x
 
 =  +  
A x ,  














A x , (90) 
 
which differs from splitting of ( )A x  performed in pars. 5.2 & 5.3, since it takes into 
consideration the aforementioned Wong-Zakai correction. 
 
Thus, for splitting (89)-(90), Eqs. (7) + (10) + (9) that replace FPK equation are written as 
 
( ) ( )(1)1 2 11 1 2
1 1





                 (91a) 
 





1 2 22 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
2 2 22 1 2 22 1 2
, ln , , ,
2 2
, ,
x x B x x A x x A x x
x x B x x B x x
ψ∂ ∂
= − − =
∂ ∂
 
( ) ( )
( )
(1)
22 1 2 2 1 2




B x x A x x




              (91b) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
(1)


















− − − +
∂ ∂ ∂
∂
 + + =   ∂




Note that, by attributing Wong-Zakai correction to split coefficient ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x , Wong-
Zakai correction alters Eq. (91b) by just a multiplier 1 2  appearing in front of the derivative 
of ( )22 1 2ln ,B x x . If, on the other hand, we had attributed Wong-Zakai correction to split 
coefficient ( )( 2)2 1 2,A x x , it would have altered Eq. (92) by an additional term, which would 
have resulted in a significant difference between Eq. (92) and the respective equations derived 
in pars. 5.2 & 5.3.  
 
The differences between Eqs. (91a,b) + (92) and the respective Eqs. (55a,b) + (56) of the 
1
x −parametrically excited case of par. 5.3 are that, in the current case, i) 
22





x , and ii) the term ( )22 1 2 2ln ,B x x x∂ ∂  appears in Eq. (91b). Nevertheless, 
equations are similar enough, and thus we can employ the same solution technique we 
followed in pars. 5.2 & 5.3: 
 
Treating Eqs. (91a,b) as a potential problem, we define ( )(1)11 1 2,B x x  via the potential 
condition as 
 




2 1 2(1) 1 2
11 1 2 22 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
22 1 2
,
ln , ln , 2 ( ) ( )
,
A x x
B x x B x x dx C x C x
B x x




( )C x , 
2 2















I x x dx
B x x
= ∫ ,       (94) 
 
Eqs. (91a,b) are expressed as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )1 2 (1)1 2 22 1 2 2 1 2
1 1
1 1 1
, ln , ,
2 ( )






             (95a) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )1 2 (1)1 2 22 1 2 2 1 2
2 2 2
, ln , ,
2





.              (95b) 
 
Thus, the solution of Eqs. (95a,b) is obviously 
 





1 2 22 1 2 2 1 2 1 1
(1)
2 1 21 2
22 1 2 2 1 1
22 1 2
, ln , 2 , ( )
,
ln , 2 ( ).
,
x x B x x I x x C x
A x x
B x x dx C x
B x x
ψ = − + ≡
≡ − +∫
             (96) 
 




( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
(1) 1 2 (1)
1 2 2 1 2 22 1 2 2 1 2
2 2
2 2 1 1
1 2 (1)
22 1 2 2 1 2(1)
2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
2 2
, , ln , ,
2
ln , ,
( ) , , 2 0.
h x x A x x B x x I x x
x x
x x x x
B x x I x x
x C x h x x A x x
x x
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
− − − + −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂




Eq. (97) is split into the two equations 
 
( ) ( )(1)2 1 2 1 2
2 2





  and               (98a) 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1 2 (1)
22 1 2 2 1 2
2 2 2 1 1
1 1
1 2 (1)
22 1 2 2 1 2(1)





, , 2 0.
B x x I x x
x x x C x
x x
B x x I x x
h x x A x x
x x
∂ ∂
′− + − +
∂ ∂
 ∂ ∂  + + − =    ∂ ∂ 
 
   (98b) 
 
From Eq. (98a) we obtain the expression for ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x  
 
( ) ( )(1)2 1 2 1 2 1, , ( )A x x h x x xα= − + ,       (99) 
 
which is identical to the expressions (25a) and (63) for ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x  in the additively and 
1
x −parametrically excited cases respectively. 
 




( ) ( )
1 2 1(1)
2 1 2 2 2




h x x x
I x x dx dx
B x x B x x
α
= − +∫ ∫ ,             (100) 
 
and by substituting expressions (99), (100) into Eq. (98b) we obtain 
 
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
22 1 2 1 2
2 2 2
1 1 22 1 2
1
2 2 2 1 1
1 22 1 2
2
22 1 2 1 2 1
1 1







ln , , ( )1
( ) 2 ( ) 2 0,
2 , ,
B x x h x x
x x dx
x x B x x
x
x dx x C x
x B x x
B x x h x x x
x x




 ∂ ∂  − − +  ∂ ∂  
 ∂  ′+ − +  ∂  
∂
+ + − =
∂
∫
∫   (101) 
 








The fact that in the present case both ( )1 2,h x x  and ( )22 1 2,B x x  depend on both 1x  and 2x  
calls for considering representations (as in pars. 5.2 & 5.3) for both ( ) ( )1 2 22 1 2, ,h x x B x x  
and ( )22 1 2,B x x . 
 
 
5.4.1 Assuming a relation between ( )1 2,h x x  and ( )22 1 2,B x x  
 
In the last part of 5.3, where the results for 
1
x −parametrically excited oscillators were 
reviewed, it is mentioned that the relation 
 
( )1 2 0 1 22 1 2 1
1





h x x h x B x x h x
=
= + ∑ ɶ                (102) 
 
was utilized to relate ( )1 2,h x x  to 22 1( )B x .  
 
In the present case, where the oscillator is considered to be ( )1 2,x x −parametrically excited, 




( )22 1 21 2 0 1 1 22 1 2 1 2
2 0
,1











∂ = + − +   ∂ ∑
ɶ ɶ ,          (103) 
with the term 








 identified as the Wong-Zakai correction (see Eq. 88). 
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1 22 1 2
22 1 2
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x h x h x x dx
x x
x h x
x dx x C x
x B x x
B x x













 ∂ ∂  − − +  ∂ ∂   













   =   
         (104a) 
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1 22 1 2
1 0 1
1 1 2 1
22 1 20
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x dx x C x
x B x x
x h x
x h x x x
B x x
B x x B x x












 − ∂  ′+ − +  ∂  










         (104b) 
 





1 22 1 2




x B x x
α
 − ∂    ∂  
∫ ,  
( )
( )
1 0 1 1
22 1 2
( ) ( ) ( )
,





are simultaneously zero if we set 
 
1 0 1
( ) ( ) 0x h xα = =  or  
1 0 1
( ) ( ) 0x h xα = ≠ .        (105a,b) 
 
Of course, we are familiar with solutions (105a,b) with regard to 
1
( )xα ; As in pars. 5.2 & 
5.3, choice (105a) leads to a half oscillator case, while (105b) leads to a full oscillator.  
 
Thus, in the following pars. 5.4.2-5.4.5, we will examine the four possible cases of the 
choices (105a,b) for 
1




ɶ  being zero or non-zero.  
 
 
5.4.2 A straightforward generalization of y−parametrically excited stochastic half 







ɶ  and under the choice (105a): 
1 0 1




1 2 1 1
0










′ ′− − =
+∑
ɶ                 (106) 
 




x , and its left side is a polynomial with 
respect to 
2
x , we come up with the expression for 
1 1
( )C x′  
 
1 1 1 1 1
( ) 0 ( )C x C x C′ = ⇒ = ,               (107a) 
 
as well as the restrictions 
 
1 1
( ) 0 ( )
i i i
h x h x h′ = ⇒ =ɶ ɶ ɶ .               (107b) 
 





















.                (108) 
 
For (108) to be a legitimate expression of a probability potential (radially unbounded 
function) the following should hold true 
 
• N is an odd number  
• 0
N
h >ɶ  
• 
1
0C = . 
 
The above restrictions lead to the following form of oscillator 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )








; ; , ; ; , ; ;
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X t X t X t h B X t X t X t
x
q X t X t W t h n

















We observe that in oscillator (109a), displacement DOF does not take part in the dynamics of 
the system. Thus, by renaming ( ) ( ); ;X t X tθ θ=ɺ  and ( ) ( ); ;X t Y tθ θ= ,  
 
 
Eq. (109a) can be expressed as the following generalized half oscillator 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )








; ; , ; ; , ; ;
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X t Y t X t h B Y t X t X t
x
q Y t X t W t h n















  (109b) 
 




B y x q y xν
=




 is the steady state intensity of ( );W t θℓ . 
 


















   = − = −  +  
∑
ɶ
,              (110) 
 
with C  being the normalization constant. 
 
Note that the probabilistic characteristics of the random function ( );Y t θ  or the deterministic 
functions ( )q y
ℓ
 are not present in density function (110). 
 
 
Clearly, half oscillator (109b) is a generalization of the additively excited half oscillator 




5.4.3 A straightforward generalization of 
1
x −parametrically excited stochastic 







ɶ  and under the choice (105b): 
1 0 1




1 2 1 1 0 1 1 2
0 0











′ ′− − + = ⇒
+∑ ∑
ɶ ɶ  
 
( )0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2
2
2
1 0 1 1 2
0 2
2 ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( )






h x h x h x h x C x x
x









          (111a) 
 
Performing a change of index 2j i= +  in the first sum appearing in Eq. (111) we obtain 
 
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2
2
2
2 1 0 1 1 2
2 2
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2






h x h x h x h x C x x
x





  ′+ − −  






0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2
2 1






( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
( )
( ) ( )
1








h x h x h x h x C x x
h x
h x h x x
i
x x






  ′+ − +  
 ′  + − −  −  







          (111b) 
 




x , it is equivalent to the system of equations 
 
0 1 0 1





( ) ( ) 0
1
( ) ( ) ( ) 0
2
( )








h x h x
h x h x C x
h x




















 ′ = 
 
 







,               (112) 
 




From the first of Eqs. (112) and since 
0 1
( ) 0h x ≠ , for we are examining the full oscillator 
case, we obtain in an obvious way 
 
0 1




From the second of Eqs. (112) we obtain the familiar expression for 
1 1
( )C x  
 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
( ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( )C x h x h x C x h x h x dx′ = ⇒ = ∫ɶ ɶ .             (114) 
 




2 1 2 1
0 1
( )
( ) ( ) 0
( )
h x





ɶ ɶ .                (115) 
 
By observing the last three of Eqs. (112) along with Eq. (115), we can see that they are 
identical to the respective Eqs. (77a,b) of the 
1
x −parametrically excited case of par. 5.3. 
 
Thus, by recalling solution (81) of oscillator (79) under the restrictions (80a,b,c) obtained in 
par. 5.3 for the 
1
x −parametrically excited oscillators, we can express the respective relations 
for ( )1 2,x x −parametrically excited oscillators. 
 
Thus, we consider the ( )1 2,x x −parametrically excited stochastic oscillator 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
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X t h X t X t X t
x
h X t B X t X t X t
h B X t X t X t
q X t X t W t N
θ θ θ θ





















           (116) 




B x x q x xν
=




 is the steady state intensity of ( );W t θℓ . 
 
Oscillator (116) under the restrictions 
 
( )

















































  → +∞  ∫  for 1x → ±∞ ,             (117c) 
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   
    (118) 
 




x −parametrically excited stochastic oscillator (79) examined in par. 5.3 is a 
special case of the ( )1 2,x x −parametrically excited stochastic oscillator (118) for 
( )22 1 2 22 1, ( )B x x B x= . 
 
 
5.4.4 A ( ),x y −parametrically excited stochastic half oscillator whose diffusion 







ɶ  and under the choice (105a): 
1 0 1
( ) ( ) 0x h xα = = , Eq. (104b) is simplified to 
 
( ) 222 1 2 2
2 1 1 2 1 1
1 0
ln ,





B x x x






′ ′− − − =
∂ +∑
ɶ ɶ             (119) 
 
Le us now consider an expression for ( )22 1 2,B x x ; Since the rest of terms in Eq. (119) are 
polynomials with respect to 
2
x , we also consider ( )22 1 2 1ln ,B x x x∂ ∂  to be of the form 
 

















∑ .              (120a) 
 
Eq. (120a) is a legitimate expression for ( )22 1 2 1ln ,B x x x∂ ∂  since 
 
( )
( )22 1 2 1 2 22 1 2 2 1 1
1 0 0
ln ,











= ⇒ = ⇒
∂
∑ ∑ ∫  
( )22 1 2 2 1 1 1 2
0 0





B x x x x dx x xβ β
= =
        = ≡         
∑ ∑∫ ,          (120b) 
which is an expression that satisfies the requirement of ( )22 1 2,B x x  to be a non-negative 
function.  
 






1 1 2 1 2 1 1
0 0














′ ′− − − =
+∑ ∑
ɶ ɶ .          (121a) 
 
Performing the changes of index 1j= +ℓ  and 2i= +ℓ  in the first and second sum of Eq. 




1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1
1 2

















          (121b) 
 














































         (121c) 
 
Thus, Eq. (121c) is equivalent to the following system of equations 
 
( )
( ) ( )




( ) 2 ( ) 0
( )
( ) 0 , 2 (1) 1
1
( ) 0 , 2 (1) 2
C x h x
h x
h x M







  ′ + = 
 
 













.              (122) 
From the first of Eqs. (122) we come up with the expression for 
1 1
( )C x′  
 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
( ) 2 ( ) ( ) 2 ( )C x h x C x h x dx Cβ β
− −
′ = − ⇒ = − +∫ɶ ɶ ,          (123a) 
 
as well as the restrictions 
 
( )
( ) ( )
2 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 2
( ) 1 ( )
( ) 1 ( ) , 2 (1) 1
h x h x




− − − −
′ = − − ⇒




ɶ ɶ ɶℓ ℓ
 




( ) ( )2 1 2 1 2( ) 0 ( ) , 2 (1) 2h x h x h M N− − −′ = ⇒ = = + + ⇒ℓ ℓ ℓɶ ɶ ɶ ℓ  
1
( ) , (1)
i i
h x h i M N= =ɶ ɶ                (123c) 
 








1 2 1 22 1 2 1 1 1
0
1 2 1 0 1 1
, 2 ln , 2 ( ) ( )
1





x x h B x x h x C x
i


















1 1 1 0 1 1
0
2 ( )









h x x dx
x x
















( ) ( )
1
1 2 1 2 1 1
1










= − +∑ ∫ɶ
1
2























































∑ ɶ .                 (124) 
 
For (124) to be a legitimate expression of a probability potential (radially unbounded 
function) the following should hold true 
 
• N is an odd number  
• 0
N
h >ɶ  
• 
1
0C = . 
 
As in the previous cases of half oscillators (pars. 5.2.1 & 5.3.1) where 
1
( ) 0xα = , we 
observe that displacement DOF does not take part in the dynamics or the solution of the 
system. Thus, we rename ( ) ( ); ;X t X tθ θ=ɺ  and ( ) ( ); ;X t Y tθ θ=  as usual.  
 



















, , ( )
4
1ˆ ˆ, exp ( ) ( ) ( )
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h y x h B y x h y x
x
h y x y x h j y x h y x









∂ = − + ⇒   ∂

















j y x h xβ −
= =





















ɶ .              (125) 
 
Observing relation (125) as well as expression (124) for probability density potential, we see 
that the present half oscillator is just a special case of the half oscillator examined in par. 
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5.4.2. Thus, we may state that all the ( ),x y −parametrically excited half oscillators 





ɶ  and 
1 0 1
( ) ( ) 0x h xα = = . 
 
 







ɶ  and under the choice (105b): 
1 0 1
( ) ( ) 0x h xα = ≠ , Eq. (104b) is simplified to 
 
( ) ( )
2
2
1 2 1 1 0 1 1 2
0 0
22 1 2 22 1 2
2 1 0 1 1
1 2
2 ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( )
1
ln , ln ,






h x x C x h x h x x
i
B x x B x x












           (126) 
 




1 2 1 1 0 1 1 2
0 0











′ ′− − + =
+∑ ∑




( ) ( )22 1 2 22 1 2
2 1 0 1 1
1 2
ln , ln ,
2 2 ( ) 0
B x x B x x






ɶ ɶ .             (128) 
 





h xɶ  are transferred here unchanged: 
( )








1 2 ( ) ,
!
1




















       + + −         






















  → +∞  ∫  for 1x → ±∞ .             (129c) 
 
On the other hand, Eq. (128) simplified in 
 
( ) ( )22 1 2 22 1 2
2 1 0 1 1
1 2
ln , ln ,
2 2 ( ) 0
B x x B x x




− + = ⇒
∂ ∂
ɶ ɶ  















imposes a restriction on diffusion coefficient ( )22 1 2,B x x  that involves restoring term 
0 1
( )h x  too.  
 
► Considering a polynomial expression for diffusion coefficient. Contrary to all cases of 
stochastic oscillators investigated so far in pars. 5.2.2, 5.3.2 and 5.4.3, an expression for 
diffusion coefficient ( )22 1 2,B x x  has to be considered for the present case, to be substituted 
into Eq. (130). Since ( )22 1 2,B x x  has to be a non-negative function, we assume that 
 







B x x b x x
=




( ) 0jb x > . ◄ 
 
Substituting expression (131) into Eq. (130) we obtain 
 
( )
2 1 2 1
2 1 2 0 1 2 1 2
0 1
1
2 1 2 1
1 2 0 1 2 1 22 1
1 1
( ) 2 ( ) ( ) 0









b x x j h x b x x







′− + = ⇒




( )( )2 1 2 12 1 2 0 1 2 1 1 22 1
1





b x x j h x b x b x x+ −
−
=
′ ′− + − =∑ .           (132) 
 
From Eq. (132) we obtain the following system of equations 
 
( ) 1 0 1 2 12 1
2 1




b x j h x b x j M
b x
−
 ′ = = 
 
⇒ 
 ′ =   
 
( ) ( ) ( )2 1 0 1 12 1
2 1




b x i h x b x i M
b x
+
 ′ = + = − 
 
 
 ′ =   
.             (133) 
 
From the last of Eqs. (133) we obtain 
 
2 1 2 1 2
( ) 0 ( ) 0
M M M
b x b x b′ = ⇒ = > .                (134) 
 




1 0 1 2 12 1
( ) 2 ( ) ( )
MM
b x M h x b x
−
′ = ⇒  
( ) ( )1 2 0 1 12 1 2 1( ) 2 ( )MM Mb x b M b h x dx− −= + ∫ .            (135a) 
 




( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Eq.(135a)
1 0 1 12 2 2 1
1 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 12 2 2 1
( ) 2 1 ( ) ( )
( ) 2 1 ( ) 4 1 ( ) ( )
M M
MM M
b x M h x b x
b x M b h x M M b h x h x dx
− −
− −
′ = − ⇒
′ = − + − ⇒∫
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )




( ) 2 1 ( )




b x b M b h x dx
b
M M h x dx
− − −
= + − +
 + −   
∫
∫
           (135b) 
 
From the first of Eqs. (133) for 3i M= −  we obtain 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )
( )( )
Eq.(135b)
1 0 1 12 3 2 2
1 0 12 3 2 2
0 1 0 1 12 1
2
2
0 1 0 1 1
( ) 2 2 ( ) ( )
( ) 2 2 ( )
4 1 2 ( ) ( )






b x M h x b x
b x M b h x
M M b h x h x dx
b




′ = − ⇒
′ = − +
+ − − +















( ) 2 2 ( )
4 1 2 ( )
2





b x b M b h x dx
b
M M h x dx
b
M M M h x dx
− − −
−
= + − +
 + − − +  




           (135c) 
 
Thus, the following pattern emerges 
 








2 1 ( ) , 1(1) ,
!

















      (136a) 
 










2 1 ( ) , 0(1) 1 .
!
n n





M j h x dx n M
− −
+
= + − −=
= +
















b > , 
( )0(1) 1n M= −  as well as 
0 1 1
( ) 0h x dx
  >  ∫
ℓ
, ( )1(1) 1M= −ℓ  for all 
1
x . The last 
requirement is satisfied in the common case of the restoring term 
0 1
( )h x  being an odd 
polynomial of 
1




Also, from the last of Eqs. (133) we obtain 
 
2 1 2 1 2
( ) 0 ( )
M M M
b x b x b′ = ⇒ = .              (136c) 
 
Substituting expression (103) for ( )1 2,h x x  into probability density potential expression (96) 
we obtain 
 
( ) ( )12 1 11 2 22 1 2 2 1 1
0
( )
















.             (137) 
 
Expression (137) for probability density potential ( )1 2,x xψ  is identical to the potential of 
the ( )1 2,x x −parametrically excited oscillator of par. 5.4.3, with the additional term of 





. Thus, transferring the results of oscillator of par. 5.4.3, 
 
We consider the ( )1 2,x x −parametrically excited stochastic oscillator 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
22












; ; ; , ;
4
; ; , ; ;
; , ; ;









X t h X t h X t X t
x
h X t B X t X t X t
h B X t X t X t
q X t X t W t N
θ θ θ θ




















           (138) 




B x x q x xν
=




 is the steady state intensity of ( );W t θℓ . 
 
Oscillator (138) under the restrictions 
 
( )






























































B x x b x x
=










2 1 ( ) , 0(1) 1 ,
!
n n





M j h x dx n M
− −
+
= + − −=
= +

















0, 0(1) 1 ,
n
b n M> = −                 (139a) 
 
0 1 1
( ) 0h x dx
  >  ∫
ℓ
, ( )1(1) 1M= −ℓ               (139b) 
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x x h h x dx
N n
C
B x x h





























           
 
                      (140) 
 
with C  being the normalization constant. 
 
Expression (140) should be checked if it is a legitimate probability density function. As we 












x .                (141a) 
 
Thus, in expression (140), diffusion coefficient ( )1 12 222 22 1 2( ) ,
h h




 should have the 




































As we have mentioned in previous paragraphs (e.g. par. 5.2.2), restrictions (129c) and (142) 
over the behavior at limit of powers of the restoring term integral are satisfied in the common 
case of the restoring term 
0 1
( )h x  being an odd polynomial of 
1
x  with positive coefficients. 
 
Example: The Dimentberg’s oscillator 
 
In order to justify the claim that oscillator (138) is a generalization of Dimentberg’s oscillator, 
let us now consider the ( )1 2,x x −parametrically excited stochastic oscillator studied in 
Dimentberg (1982) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )





; ; ; ; ;
2
1 ; ; ; .
X t X t X t W t X t
W t X t W t
β
θ α θ ω θ θ θ
ω θ θ θ
 
 + + + + +
  
 + + =  
ɺɺ ɺ ɺ
    (i) 
 
Rewriting oscillator (i) into the familiar expression of (138) we obtain 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 3 2
0 0
2
3 0 1 2
; ; ; ; ;
2 2
; ; ; ; ; .
X t X t X t X t X t
W t X t W t X t W t
β β
θ α ω θ θ θ ω θ
θ ω θ θ θ θ




   (ii) 
 
From form (ii) we may identify: 
 
( ) 4 2 222 1 2 3 1 0 1 2 2, 2 2 2B x x x xν ν ω ν= + + ,       (iii) 
 
which is of the form (131) 
 







B x x b x x
=
=∑ ,                 (131) 
with 1M = , 
 
4 2
0 1 3 1 0 1
( ) 2 2b x xν ν ω= + ,                 (iii-a) 
 
2 1 2
( ) 2b x ν= ,                   (iii-b) 
 
as well as 
 
( ) ( )2 2 2 21 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 2,
2
h x x x x x x x
β
ω α ω= + + + .       (iv) 
 




ω ν ν=              (v) 
 
given by Dimentberg (1982), forms (iii) and (iv) are written as 
 
( ) ( )2 2 222 1 2 3 2 0 1 2, 2 2B x x x xν ν ω= + +   and      (vi) 
 
( ) ( )
Eq.(vi)
2 2 2 2
1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 2,
2
h x x x x x x x
β




( )22 1 2 32











= + + ⇒  
( )
( ) Eq.(vi)22 1 232










  = + − + ⇒   
 
( )
( ) ( )22 1 2 22 1 232





B x x B x x





  ∂ = + − +  ∂ 
.  (vii) 
 




( )22 1 21 2 0 1 1 22 1 2 1 2
2 0
,1











∂ = + − +   ∂ ∑
ɶ ɶ            (103) 
 
with 1N = , 
 
2
0 1 0 1












  = + −    
ɶ ,          (ix) 
 
0 1










ɶ .           (xi) 
 




h xɶ : 
 
Eq.(xi)
1 1 1 1
2
( ) ( ) 0
4
N
h x h x h
β
ν
= = = >





0 1 1 0 1 1 1( )
2
N




  = = → +∞  ∫ ∫  for 1x → ±∞ ,         (xii-b) 
 
as well as restrictions (136b,c), (139a,b,c) for 
2 1
( )jb x : 
 
Eq.(iii-b)
2 1 2 1 2 2( ) ( ) 2 0Mb x b x b ν= = = >               (xiii-a) 
 
Eq.(viii) Eq.(v)
2 2 4 2
0 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1
Eq.(iii-b)
( ) 2 ( ) 2 2b x b b h x dx b x b xν ω ν ω= + = + = +∫ .   (xiii-b) 
 
Comparing Eq. (xiii-b) with Eq. (iii-a) 
 
4 2
0 1 3 1 0 1











0b ν ω= > .                 (xiv-b) 
 
So, all restrictions hold true. Thus, Dimentberg’s oscillator (i) admits the steady state response 









1 2 2 0 1
1
21
2 2 2 2 2












   + −   
 
 = − + 
   + +  
x
,  (xv) 
 
which is the same probability density function determined in Dimentberg (1982). 
 
 
5.5 Solution of a class of stochastic Hamiltonian systems 
 
In this paragraph, we recall the 2N SDEs that govern the stochastic Hamiltonian systems 












; , 1 (1)
, ,
; ,
































 + = 
 











.         (143a) 

















 are called the generalized momenta, ( ),H q p  is a scalar function with 


















Q P  is a non-conservative linear damping term with varying 
coefficients, and j kC , jG ℓ  are smooth functions of generalized coordinates and momenta. As 
we have already seen in par. 2.2.2, SDEs (143) can be rewritten using the unifying notation of 
canonical coordinates ( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ }( )2
1 1 1
; ; , ;
N N N
n i jn i j
X t Q t P tθ θ θ
= = =








; , 1 (1)
( ) ( )
; ( )


























 ∂ ∂ 
 = − − +






 + = + 
 















SDEs system (143b) is in the familiar form of a system of first order (Itō) SDEs, and thus we 
can identify the 2 1N×  drift vector ( ), tA x  and the 2 2N N×  diffusion matrix ( ), tB x  of 
the respective reduced FPK equation; 


















( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )




































































































.              (144) 
 












 and                (145a) 
 
( )
1 1 2 2
1 2
1 1
( ) 2 ( ) ( ) , , 1 (1) 2
L L
i j i jB G D G i j N N
= =
= = +∑∑x x xℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ
ɶ ,         (145b) 
where D  is the steady state intensity L L×  matrix of the multidimensional white noise 
( );t θW  that excites the system.  
 
Having identified the ( )A x , ( )B x  of the system, we shall now consider Eqs. (7) + (10) + 
(9) of par. 5.1 that replace the reduced FPK equation, without considering a splitting in 





































 ∂ ∂   − =  ∂ ∂  
∑
x x
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   
   
  
   
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   
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              (147b) 
 
The reason for not considering the particular form (146a,b), (147a,b) of equations is that, as 
we will see in the analysis that follows, under no splitting of ( ),i jB tx ’s and the splitting 
(147a,b) for ( )
i
A x ’s, Eq. (146b) is easily solved. Obtaining a solution easily for Eq. (146b) 
is indeed the main difference between stochastic Hamiltonian systems and the stochastic 
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oscillators of pars. 5.2, 5.3 & 5.4 since, for oscillators, the respective Eq. (146b) was the 
hardest to solve. 
 
Indeed, by substituting Eq. (147b) into Eq. (146b) we obtain 
 




2( 2) ( 2)




( ) ( )
( ) 0
( ) ( )( ) ( )









i i i ii i N







x x x x
H H







 ∂ ∂   − = ⇒  ∂ ∂  
   ∂ ∂∂ ∂    − + − = ⇒    ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂     












n n n n
n
H H
q p q p
ψ
=
 ∂ ∂ ∂  − − = ⇒  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  
∑ ∑
q p q p q p
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
, , , ,
0
N N
n n n nn n
H H
p q q p
ψ ψ
= =
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
− + =
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∑ ∑
q p q p q p q p
.           (148a) 
 
The left side of Eq. (148a) is identified as the Poisson bracket and thus Eq. (148a) is 
expressed as 
 
( ) ( ), , , 0Hψ  = q p q p .                (148b) 
 
From Arnold (1989) corollary 1 p. 214 we read that, for Eq. (148b) to be satisfied,  
 
( ), ( )Hψ ψ=q p                    (149) 
 
has to hold true. Eq. (149) means that probability density potential ( ),ψ q p  is a function of 
the scalar ( ),H q p  and not of the canonical coordinates q , p  directly.  
 
Returning to 2N  Eqs. (146a) under splitting (147a,b) of ( )A x  and the form (145a,b) of 
( )B x , we can see that the first N  equations are identically zero, while the last N  equations 





( )( ) ( )
( ) 2 ( ) , 1 (1) 2
N N
i j
i j i j
j j jj N j N
B H
B C i N N
x x x
ψ
= + = +




( ) ( )
( )




































q p q p
q p
      (150) 
 
Since, from Eq. (149), probability density potential is a function of ( ),H q p , its derivatives 
( ), jpψ∂ ∂q p  that appear in Eqs. (150) are calculated as 
 
( ) ( ), ,( ) ( )
j j j
HH d H
p p d H p
ψ ψ ψ∂ ∂∂
≡ =
∂ ∂ ∂
q p q p




By substituting expression (151) into Eqs. (150) we obtain 
 
( ) ( )
( )





































q p q p
q p
      (152) 
 
At this point, we shall consider the particular forms for matrices ( ),C q p  and ( ),G q p  
suggested by Soize (1988) 
 
( ) ( ), ( ) , , 1 (1) 2i j i jC c H C i j N N= = +q p ,            (153a) 
 
( ) ( ), ( ) , 1 (1) 2 , 1 (1)
i i
G g H G i N N L= = + =q p
ℓ ℓ
ℓ ,           (153b) 
 




G  being 
constant matrices. 
 
Substituting expression (153b) for ( ),iG q pℓ  into expression (145b) for diffusion coefficients 




1 1 2 2
1 2





, 2 ( ) ( )
2 ( ) , , 1 (1) 2 .
L L
i j i i
L L
i i
B g H G D g H G








ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ
ɶ
         (154a) 
 





1 1 2 2
1 2
1 1
2 , , 1 (1) 2
L L
i j i iB G D G i j N N
= =
= = +∑∑ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ
,           (154b) 
 
Expression (154a) for ( ),i jB q pɶ  is written 
 
( ) ( )2, ( ) , , 1 (1) 2 .i j i jB g H B i j N N= = +q pɶ               (155) 
 























































































Following Soize (1988), we assume that 
 
=B C .                    (157) 
 
Under the assumption (157), the N  Eqs. (156b) are equivalent to one equation with regard to 
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= + .                (158) 
 
First order ODE (158) can solved easily, and we thus come up with the following expression 
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Summing up, we thus state 
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G  are constant matrices, 
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   Chapter  6 
 





In this last chapter of the present work, we will identify the mechanisms that ensure that two 
stochastic systems are equivalent, e.g. their response vectors share the same probability 
distribution. In accordance to the previous chapters, the equivalence between two stochastic 
systems will be examined for their steady-state; two equivalent systems will share the same 
stationary response probability density function. These systems are called equivalent in the 
wide (weak) sense, while the systems that also share the transient probability density function, 
and will not be examined here, are called equivalent in the strict (strong) sense (Lin & Cai 
1988). 
 
This chapter has also the flavor of a conclusion, since it highlights certain basic results found 
in the procedure of solving the reduced FPK equation. In this chapter, we will try to escape 
from the algebraic manipulations that may obscure the greater picture and revisit the initial 




6.1 Equivalence between stochastic oscillators 
 
In this paragraph, the condition for two stochastic oscillators to share the same stationary 
response probability density function will be formulated. For this reason, the main results of 
par. 5.4.3 will be recalled. 
 
In par. 5.4.3 we have examined the ( )1 2,x x −parametrically excited stochastic oscillator 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
1
; ; , ; ; , ; ;
L
X t h X t X t q X t X t W tθ θ θ θ θ θ
=
+ =∑ ℓ ℓ
ℓ
ɺɺ ɺ ɺ ,     (1) 
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( )h x  is identified as the restoring term of oscillator (1), ( )22 1 2,B x x  is the 
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1 1 2 2
1 2
22 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 1
, 2 , ,
L L
B x x q x x D q x x
= =
= ∑∑ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ
,      (3) 
 
where D  is the matrix of the long time intensity of the L−dimensional white noise ( );t θW  
that excites oscillator (1). Also, term 








 is identified as the Wong-Zakai 
correction. 
 
For oscillator (1) and under the form (2) for ( )1 2,h x x , we have proven that it attains the 
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ɶ ’s are defined as (Eq. (117a) of par. 5.4.3) 
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   (5) 
 
As we can see from Eqs. (4), (5), stationary response probability density function ( )1 2,f x xx  
of oscillator (1) + (2) depends only on the restoring term integral 
0 1 1
( )h x dx∫  and the 










 − =   
 coefficients.  
 
Thus, it is straightforward to state that, if two ( )1 2,x x −parametrically excited oscillators (1) 
+ (2) have the same restoring term 
0 1










 − =   
, then they are equivalent in the wide sense.  
                                               
(1) Stationary response probability density function (4) is attained under the conditions of par. 4.4.3, which are: 
N  odd, 0
N












Example: Equivalent stochastic oscillators cited by Lin & Cai (1988) 
 
In Lin & Cai (1988) it is stated that the following stochastic oscillators 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )0 1; 2 ; ; ;X t X t h X t W tθ β θ θ θ+ + =ɺɺ ɺ         (i) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )2 0 1; 2 ; ; ; ; ;X t X t X t h X t X t W tθ β θ θ θ θ θ+ + =ɺɺ ɺ      (ii) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )31 0 1; ; 2 ; ; ; ;X t X t X t h X t X t W tθ ν θ β θ θ θ θ− + + =ɺɺ ɺ ɺ ɺ    (iii) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )





; 2 ; 1 ; ; ;
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X t W t
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )




0 1 2 3
; 2 ; 2 ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ; ;
X t X t X t X t X t
h X t W t X t W t X t W t
ν ν
θ β ν θ β θ θ θ
ν ν
θ θ θ θ θ θ
 
 + − + + + 
  
+ = + +
ɺɺ ɺ ɺ ɺ
ɺ
   (v) 
 
with 0β >  and ( )
1
;W t θ , ( )
2
;W t θ , ( )
3
;W t θ  white noises assumed independent with their 






ν  respectively, 
 
share the same stationary response probability density function 
 
( ) 21 2 2 0 1 1
1
, exp 2 ( )f x x C x h x dx
β
ν
   = − +     
∫x .      (vi) 
 
Let us calculate relation (2) of each one of oscillators (i)-(v): 
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= =
   + +   
ɶ .       (xi) 
 







ɶ  and they also have the same 
restoring term 
0 1




6.2 Equivalence of a stochastic oscillator to a stochastic system with non-degenerate 
diffusion matrix 
 
At this point we recall that in ch. 4 of the present work we have examined the stationary 
solutions to stochastic systems with zero probability flow, and the first remark regarding these 
systems is that they should also have a non-degenerate diffusion matrix ( )B x . 
 
As we have already discussed in ch. 2, the requirement for the diffusion matrix ( )B x  to be 
non-degenerate is rather restrictive since it excludes many interesting classes of stochastic 
systems such as stochastic oscillators and Hamiltonian systems.  
 
For the above reasons, the class of systems with zero probability flow of ch. 4 has been 
deemed as rather restrictive and thus we moved on to considering solutions for systems with 
degenerate ( )B x  under the splitting of probability flow technique in ch. 5. In these systems, 
only a part of their probability flow was considered as zero, while the part of residual 
probability flow was non-zero.  
 
Now, the goal of the present paragraph is to examine how distinct is the class of systems with 
degenerate ( )B x  from the class of systems with zero probability flow that also have a non-
degenerate ( )B x . It is also rather important to note that the following analysis was made 
possible by using the novel splitting technique that was developed in the present work and 
thus it is an additional feature that makes this particular splitting technique interesting.  
 
To answer the question formulated above, we return to the most general case of oscillator 
considered in the present work, namely the ( )1 2,x x −parametrically excited oscillator of par. 
5.4: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
1
; ; , ; ; , ; ;
L
X t h X t X t q X t X t W tθ θ θ θ θ θ
=
+ =∑ ℓ ℓ
ℓ
ɺɺ ɺ ɺ .     (6) 
 
For oscillator (6) we have shown that the set of Eqs. (91a,b) + (92) of par. 5.4 
 
( ) ( )(1)1 2 11 1 2
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( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
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− − − +
∂ ∂ ∂
∂
 + + =   ∂
    (8) 
 
Furthermore, according to the solution technique proposed in par. 5.4, the a priori undefined 
function ( )(1)11 1 2,B x x  was determined by Eq. (93) of par. 5.4 as 
 




2 1 2(1) 1 2
11 1 2 22 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
22 1 2
,
ln , ln , 2 ( ) ( )
,
A x x
B x x B x x dx C x C x
B x x
= − + +∫    (9) 
 
in order for subproblem (7a,b) to be potential problem. We also know from the solution 
technique that the functions ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x , 1 1( )C x  are determined from Eq. (8). Interestingly 
enough, function 
2 2
( )C x  will remain an undetermined degree of freedom. 
 
Let us now work in the reversely; let us focus only on Eqs. (7a,b), assuming that 
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1 111 1 2
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x x B x x
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2 1 2
2 2 222 1 2
, , ,1 1
2 ,
4,
x x B x x B x x
A x x
x x xB x x
ψ
  ∂ ∂ ∂   = − +   ∂ ∂ ∂   
   (10b) 
 
can be identified as the equations that replace the reduced FPK equation in the case of zero 
probability flow (see par. 4.5) for the system 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
(1)
11
1 1 2 1 2
2
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1
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θ θ θ θ θ θ
θ θ θ θ θ θ
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 = + 
 







where ( )(1)2 1 2,A x x , ( )1 2,q x xℓ , ( );W t θℓ  and ( )(1)11 1 2,B x x  are the same with the ones 
defined for oscillator (6), and function ( )1 2,p x x  is defined so that 
 
( ) ( )(1) 211 1 2 1 2, 2 ,VB x x p x xν= ,        (12) 
                                               






ν  is the long time intensity of the white noise ( );V t θ . 
 
Thus, we can state that, under the light of the novel solution technique proposed here, the 
stochastic oscillators solved do not exhibit zero probability flow, but are equivalent in the 
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